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vABSTRACT 
 microRNAs play an important role in protecting biological robustness 
during development. Biological robustness is the ability to maintain a consistent 
output despite variation in input, such as transcriptional noise or environmental 
stresses. Here, we show that the conserved microRNAs mir-34 and mir-83 
promote the robust migration of the distal tip cells in Caenorhabditis elegans 
when stressed by changing environmental temperature.  
 Our results show that distal tip cell migration is sensitive to temperature 
changes occurring within a two hour period during the first larval stage. mir-34 
and mir-83 protect distal tip cell migration by regulating potential targets cdc-42, 
pat-3, and peb-1. cdc-42 and pat-3 are known components of the integrin 
signaling network controlling pathfinding during migration, while the involvement 
of peb-1 is a novel finding. Additionally, loss of the two microRNAs leads to a 
reduction in both fecundity and lifespan, suggesting that the loss of 
developmental robustness leads to a decrease in fitness.  
 mir-34 and mir-83 are not only conserved in higher organisms, but 
duplicated. Both have been implicated as tumor suppressor genes in mammalian 
work. Our work has found a role for both microRNAs in integrin-regulated cell 
migrations that is potentially conserved in higher organisms. Additionally, our 
work supports the growing appreciation for the role of microRNAs in both stress 
response and promoting developmental robustness.  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PREFACE 
Chapter II of this dissertation was previously published: Burke, S.L., Hammell, 
M., Ambros, V. (2015). Robust Distal Tip Cell Pathfinding in the Face of 
Temperature Stress Is Ensured by Two Conserved microRNAs in Caenorhabditis 
elegans. Genetics: Early Online, published on June 15, 2015 as 10.1534/
genetics.115.179184. Permission not required by the Genetics Society of 
America for inclusion in a dissertation. Figures and Tables were renumbered to 
include those provided in the supplement. Molly Hammell observed the overlap in 
predicted mir-34 and mir-83 targets using mirWIP and suggested generating the 
double mutant to look for developmental phenotypes. Victor Ambros aided in 
experimental design and data interpretation.  
Figure 1.1 was designed to match Figure 2.2 in style, which was included in the 
publication above. 
Chapter IV of this dissertation includes sequencing data for which the initial 
processing of raw data (identifying and mapping reads to the genome to 
determine read counts) was performed by either Anna Zinovyeva (Figure 4.3 and 
Table 4.2) or Isana Veksler-Lublinsky (Figure 4.5 and Table 4.4). Subsequent 
analysis of reads counts was performed by Samantha Burke.
CHAPTER I
A general introduction to the Caenorhabditis elegans somatic gonad and 
microRNAs
1
DISTAL TIP CELL MIGRATION
 The shape of the mature Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) somatic 
gonad is created by the migration of two distal tip cells (DTCs), with the 
developing gonad following behind. Born at the mid-body during the first larval 
stage, these two cells migrate in a highly reproducible fashion to create the two 
U-shaped gonad arms seen in adults [1-4]. DTC migration occurs in three phases  
(Figure 1.1). In phase 1, the two DTCs migrate along the ventral body wall 
muscle in opposite directions, towards the head and tail. The first step of phase 2 
involves a dorsal-ward turn. The DTC continues to migrate, leaving the ventral 
body wall muscle, crossing the hypodermis, and reaching the dorsal body wall 
muscle. Once the DTC is dorsal, it completes a second turn to face away from 
the head and tail respectively for the anterior and posterior DTC. Having 
completed the two turns that define phase 2 migration, the DTCs begin the third 
and final phase which involves migration back to the mid-body. Extensive 
research has been conducted to understand the genetic networks regulating 
each phase of migration, in addition to the regulation of cessation of DTC 
migration. As expanded upon in the following paragraphs, DTC migration is 
controlled by integrin signaling, netrin signaling, and Rho/Rac GTPases (Figure 
1.2) [5]. 
 At the time of hatching, the C. elegans reproductive system consists of 
four cells, Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 [3]. These cells are located at the mid-body, in 





descendants of Z1 and Z4 create the anterior and posterior somatic gonad, 
respectively, while Z2 and Z3 divide to create the germline [3]. The two DTCs are 
born during the latter half of the first larval stage [6], after two rounds of cell 
division by Z1 and Z4. The anterior DTC is Z1.aa while the posterior DTC is 
Z4.pp [3]. The DTCs appear half moon shaped when viewed laterally, as they sit 
at the distal most portion of the germline, and extend cellular processes over the 
portion of germ cells not encased by the sheath cells [7]. If either DTC is 
abolished, for example by laser ablation, that particular gonad arm does not 
further develop [2]. Proper differentiation of Z1, Z4, and the two DTCs is 
regulated by SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes, with defects ranging 
from disorganized to completely absent gonad arms in SWI/SNF mutants [8].
 Although born in the first larval stage, the DTCs do not begin their 
migration until the second larval stage [4,9]. The ADAMTS (a disintegrin and 
metalloprotease with thrombospondin motifs) family metalloprotease gon-1 is 
required for the start of DTC migration. The GON-1 protein is expressed and 
secreted by both the DTCs and the body wall muscle [10,11]. When gon-1 is 
absent, the sheath cells are misshapen while the DTCs are properly specified but 
have abnormal morphology, lacking both a leading edge and cellular processes 
extending over the germ cells [10]. When gon-1 is rescued in just the DTCs, 
gonad migration is restored. When rescued in the body wall muscle, the DTCs 
are still unable to migrate; however, gonadal tissue is contained within a 
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basement membrane rather than the amorphous mass found in a non-rescued 
gon-1 mutant [11]. 
 After migration is initiated by GON-1, further metalloprotease activity is 
required during DTC migration (Figure 1.2). The metalloprotease mig-17 and its 
putative cofactor mig-18 are required during phases 2 and 3 of migration [12]. 
Both MIG-17 and MIG-18 are made by the body wall muscle, secreted, and 
localized to the DTC basement membrane [13,14]. mig-6, the C. elegans version 
of the secreted, basement membrane glycoprotein papilin, is required for proper 
localization of MIG-17 [15]. mig-6 produces two different isoforms. Animals with 
mutations in the long MIG-6 isoform look phenotypically similar to emb-9, the α1 
subunit of collagen IV, mutants [15]. Mutants for the shorter isoform are rescued 
by reducing EMB-9 [15], suggesting that the two MIG-6 isoforms have distinct 
roles. fbl-1 encoding fibulin, another secreted basement membrane glycoprotein, 
promotes EMB-9 collagen accumulation in the basement membrane, in 
opposition to GON-1. EMB-9 subsequently promotes expression of PAT-3 β-
integrin by the DTCs [16]. The DTC migration defects in mig-17 and mig-18 
mutants can also be suppressed by gain of function mutations in fbl-1 and let-2, 
the α2 subunit of collagen IV [14], suggesting that the metalloproteases and 
basement membrane proteins work together to remodel the extracellular matrix 
accordingly for proper DTC migration. 
 Signaling by integrin and Rho/Rac GTPases controls proper pathfinding 
during phase 1 migration along the ventral body wall muscle and phase 3, 
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occurring in the fourth larval stage, along the dorsal body wall muscle (Figure 
1.2). These two signaling networks work together to bring about the proper actin 
cytoskeleton rearrangement needed for DTC movement. There are two integrin α 
subunits in C. elegans, ina-1 and pat-2, and one β subunit, pat-3, all of which are 
important for DTC migration. The INA-1/PAT-3 integrin dimer is expressed by the 
DTCs (and numerous other cell types) and involved in pathfinding [17,18]. 
Transgenes expressing the PAT-3 cytoplasmic tail can be used to inhibit integrin 
function, as the over expressed tails squelch the endogenous integrin. In such an 
experiment, DTCs have both pathfinding and turning defects, due to PAT-2’s role 
in turning [19]. Additionally, it has been shown that Talin, tln-1, a protein found in 
focal adhesions linking integrin to actin [20], is expressed in the DTCs and 
interacts with PAT-3 β-integrin cytoplasmic tails, affecting DTC migrations [21]. 
 Rho/Rac GTPases link integrin signaling to the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 
1.2). C. elegans expresses two Rho GTPases, cdc-42 and rho-1, and three Rac 
GTPases, ced-10, mig-2, and rac-2 [22,23]. Of the five Rho/Rac GTPases, 
cdc-42, ced-10, and mig-2 have all been implicated in DTC migration [24,25]. 
PAT-3 β-integrin can regulate MIG-2 through the guanine nucleotide exchange 
factor (GEF) UNC-73 [26]. Additionally, the adaptor protein UNC-112 can bind 
PAT-3 β-integrin and recruit UIG-1, which serves as a GEF for CDC-42 [27,28]. 
ced-10 mutants display defects in pathfinding and extra turns [29,30]. CED-10 
activity is regulated by the CED-2/5/12 complex. CED-2 is related to human 
CrkII, an adaptor protein containing SH2 and SH3 domains. CrkII localizes to 
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focal adhesions where it recruits CED-5/DOCK180 [30]. CED-5 recruits CED-12/
ELMO, and the two serve as a GEF for CED-10 [31,32]. Once activated, CED-10 
and CDC-42 activate the P21 activated kinase (PAK) MAX-2 [33,34]. PAK 
proteins aid in cytoskeleton remodeling. Additionally, a second C. elegans PAK, 
PAK-1, can be activated independently of the Rho/Rac GTPases. PAK-1 
functions with PIX-1 and GIT-1 in the DTCs (PIX, PAK interacting exchange 
factor, GIT, G protein coupled receptor kinase interactor) as a GIT/PIX/PAK 
signaling pathway downstream of integrin [33,34]. ndk-1 is the sole C. elegans 
homolog of group I nm23 family members, which have nucleotide diphosphate 
kinase activity [35]. ndk-1 mutants have pathfinding defects, and the gene is 
thought to function downstream of ced-10, and potentially interact with Dynamin 
during DTC migrations. In human cells, activation of Cdc42 and the ced-10 
homolog, Rac1, is coordinated by the adapter protein Cas such that the cell 
polarization and protrusion necessary for migration occur together [36]. 
 Phase 2 of DTC migration occurs during the third larval stage and is 
primarily regulated by netrin signaling (Figure 1.2) [4,9,37]. unc-5, unc-6, and 
unc-40 were all isolated as mutants in which DTCs fail to complete the first 
dorsal-ward turn and stay ventral [4,37]. UNC-6, or netrin, is secreted by ventral 
neurons and polymerizes with laminin to create a dorsal-ventral gradient serving 
as a guidance signal for both axon and DTC migration [38]. In the DTCs, both 
netrin receptors, UNC-5 and UNC-40, are expressed and act independently of 
each other to mediate repulsion in the presence of the UNC-6 ligand [39]. Both 
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daf-12 and daf-9 are required for the proper upregulation of unc-5 to mediate 
proper timing for the first turn [40]. In neurons, UNC-40 membrane localization is 
affected by MIG-2, although it is unknown if this relationship exists in DTCs as 
well [41]. After turning away from the ventral body wall muscle, the dorsal body 
wall muscle attracts the DTCs by expressing UNC-129, the TGF-β homolog [42]. 
unc-129 transcription is repressed in ventral body wall muscle by the forkhead 
transcription factor unc-130. In the absence of unc-130, UNC-129 is expressed 
by the ventral body wall muscles and the DTCs fail to turn due to this attractive 
signal, even with the repulsive netrin signal [43]. 
 Src family tyrosine kinases (SFKs) function downstream of a variety of 
membrane-bound receptors in various signal transduction pathways (Figure 1.2) 
[44]. src-1 forms a node between Rho/Rac GTPase signaling and netrin signaling 
in DTC migration. The DTCs generally fail to turn dorsal-ward in src-1 mutants as 
phosphorylation of UNC-5 by SRC-1 is required for its proper signaling [45].  This 
failure to turn can be suppressed by mutations in ced-2/5/12 and partially 
suppressed by mutations in ced-10 suggesting that SRC-1 also downregulates 
CED-10 signaling to allow turning in phase 2 [46].  
 The signaling networks which govern pathfinding also impact DTC turning, 
along with additional players. The PAT-2/PAT-3 integrin dimer is required for the 
first DTC turn (Figure 1.2) [47]. pat-2 transcription is activated by VAB-3, an 
ortholog to Pax6 [47]. vab-3 transcription is regulated by transcription factors 
CBP-1, homolog to CBP/p300, and LET-607, homolog to CREBH, which 
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additionally regulate transcription of src-1 and tln-1 [48]. Interestingly, PAT-2 has 
also been shown to interact and signal to CDC-42 [25]. In order for DTCs to 
properly complete their second turn, towards the mid-body, MIG-38 and MIG-15, 
an Nck-interacting kinase, must be present to regulate INA-1 [49]. mig-38 RNAi 
also suppresses the defects seen in tln-1 RNAi, including early cessation of DTC 
migration, suggesting that mig-38 plays a role in phase 3 migration as well [49]. 
 Less is currently known about the genes involved in cessation of DTC 
migration. Downregulation of ina-1 by the transcription factor VAB-3 is required 
for  proper cessation [12,47]. Additionally required is cacn-1, which has been 
shown to interact with spliceosome components and whose overextension defect 
can be suppressed by loss of ced-2, ced-5, or mig-2 [50,51]. The coiled-coil 
domain protein ccdc-55, whose mammalian homolog NSrp70 regulates splicing, 
has also been shown to have DTC cessation defects as have its operon partners 
rnf-5 and rnf-121, two E3 ubiquitin ligases [52]. Lastly mig-39, a zinc-finger DNA-
binding domain protein, has been shown to act in parallel to cacn-1 during 
cessation [53]. Taken together, this suggests that complex regulation at the 
transcriptional, splicing, and protein degradation levels works together to turn off 
the integrin and GTPase signaling driving phase 3 migration.
MICRORNA BIOGENESIS AND FUNCTION IN C. ELEGANS
 microRNAs (miRNAs) are single-stranded short RNAs, approximately 22 
nucleotides, that serve as the specificity factor for the miRNA-induced silencing 
complex (miRISC). miRISC binds to the 3’ untranslated regions (3’ UTRs) of its 
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target messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and inhibits their translation [54-56]. Most 
miRNAs are transcribed from their own loci by RNA polymerase II (Figure 1.3) 
[57]. Each miRNA locus may contain one or multiple miRNAs. This initial 
transcript, known as a pri-miRNA, is first co-transcriptionally cut by the RNase III 
endonuclease Drosha to release an approximately 60-70 nucleotide hairpin 
referred to as the pre-miRNA with a 2-nucleotide overhang at the 3’ end of the 
hairpin [58-61]. Pasha, also known as DGCR8, interacts with Drosha and 
positions it to ensure proper cleavage [62,63]. Once liberated, the pre-miRNA is 
exported from the nucleus by Ran-GTP and Exportin-5 [64,65]. Upon export to 
the cytoplasm, a second cleavage event, performed by a second RNase III 
endonuclease known as Dicer, creates a duplex with 2-nucleotide overhangs on 
each 3’ end [60,66-69]. One strand of this duplex is the miRNA while the other, 
known as the star strand or miRNA*, usually does not function and is expelled as 
a final maturation step for miRISC [70,71]. The  binding partners of miRNAs are 
the Argonaute proteins, of which C. elegans contains two miRNA-specific 
Argonautes, alg-1 and alg-2 [67]. Additionally critical for miRISC function are 
ain-1/ain-2, two C. elegans homologs of the scaffold protein GW182 [72,73]. The 
miRISC protein complex loaded with a mature miRNA represents a functional 
silencing complex that can inhibit translation or promote mRNA degradation 
[74-76].
 miRNAs recognize their targets through imperfect base-pairing between 
the target and the miRNA’s seed sequence, nucleotides two through seven from 
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the miRNA’s 5’ end [54,55,77,78]. Recently it has been shown that nucleotides 
13 to 16 of the miRNA can base pair with the target mRNA to aid in target 
recognition [79]. miRNAs with the same seed sequences are referred to as 
members of a family and can presumably regulate the same subset of transcripts  
if present in the same cells as those targets. In addition to being subject to 
targeting by multiple redundant family members, most mRNAs are predicted to 
be targeted by multiple miRNAs from different families [80,81]. This targeting of 
mRNAs by multiple miRNAs is thought to be one reason for the lack of 
phenotype seen in most miRNA knockouts and many miRNA family knockouts in 
C. elegans [82,83]. 
 The miRNA biogenesis pathway is essential in C. elegans. Argonaute 
alg-1 mutants have reduced global miRNA levels and display heterochronic and 
developmental defects [67,72,84]. Loss of both alg-1 and alg-2 is embryonic 
lethal [67]. Heterochronic and developmental defect phenotypes are observed 
when either introducing antimophic alg-1 alleles that presumably impair proper 
alg-2 functioning or reducing miRNA function in the already compromised alg 
mutants [85,86].  Similarly, developmental timing defects are observed when 
Dicer (dcr-1 in C. elegans) expression is compromised [67]. 
  Most individual and family miRNA knockouts lack a phenotype in C. 
elegans [82,83]. One notable exception is the first miRNA identified, lin-4 [87,88]. 
lin-4 mutants have a heterochronic defect in which they repeat cell divisions 
normally occurring during the first larval stage in later stages due to 
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overexpression of lin-14 [89-91]. Mutants lacking members of the let-7 family 
(let-7, mir-48, mir-84, and mir-241) also display heterochronic defects, repeating 
later larval stage cell divisions [92,93]. Loss of the mir-35 family (mir-35 through 
mir-42) or mir-51 family (mir-51 through mir-56) is lethal in C. elegans [83]. mir-35 
family mutant embryos start to develop at a much slower rate than wild type and 
eventually arrest and die as embryos or L1s, while mir-51 family mutants die as 
embryos or L1s due to severe morphological defects [83]. The mir-35 family has 
since been shown to be involved in spermatogenesis and fecundity [94]. 
Members of the mir-51 family have been shown to also regulate developmental 
timing, acting upstream of hbl-1, a transcription factor involved in the 
heterochronic pathway [95]. Although the noted miRNA mutants have visible 
phenotypes, they represent a small portion of the total miRNA population in C. 
elegans. This raises questions about the role of these miRNAs lacking knockout 
phenotypes and if there are conditions under which phenotypes would now be 
displayed.  
MICRORNAS IN BIOLOGICAL ROBUSTNESS
 Biological robustness refers to an organism's ability to produce a 
consistent developmental output when faced with environmental or physiological 
stresses [96]. Organisms are forced to cope with changes in gene expression 
resulting from such stresses and protect their overall development from 
suboptimal conditions. miRNAs have recently been implicated as an important 
creator of development robustness in genetic networks (reviewed in [97-100]). By 
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generating precision in expression patterns, participating in feedback loops, and 
protecting gene expression from environmental perturbations miRNAs can 
promote robust development, increasing the fitness of the organism in question.
 Work in Drosophila melanogaster showed that many housekeeping genes 
escape miRNA regulation by having short 3’ UTRs [80]. Additionally, many 
miRNAs and their targets were seen to be expressed in distinct but neighboring 
tissues, implying that an important step of differentiation was the precise control 
of gene expression mediated by miRNAs [80]. miRNA expression is thought to 
prevent expression of gene products promoting plasticity, allowing differentiation 
to proceed [80]. Additionally, miRNA-based regulation would prevent expression 
of differentiation factors not required in the desired tissue. One example is 
myoblast differentiation. As differentiation commences, mir-1 and mir-206 
transcription is activated and the two miRNAs subsequently inhibit expression of 
Pax3, whose downregulation in progenitor cells is critical for differentiation [101]. 
 Feedback loops involving miRNAs have been identified in both C. elegans 
and mammals [102,103]. Computational work in mammals identified several 
instances of both forward and classical feedback loops [102]. miRNAs in such 
loops were predicted in some cases to reinforce regulation by an upstream 
regulator, generating genetic switches. They were additionally predicted to 
oppose the actions of an upstream regulator, to create tightly controlled 
regulation of downstream genes [102]. In C. elegans, a combination of 
computational target prediction and yeast one-hybrid assays was used to 
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investigate both which transcription factors act at miRNA promoters and which 
transcription factors are subject to miRNA-based repression [103]. The 
researchers identified 23 feedback loops, in which a miRNA inhibits translation of 
a transcription factor that acts specifically at its promoter. This suggests that 
miRNAs play an important role in both reinforcing and refining transcription factor 
based regulatory control. 
 More recently, miRNAs have been shown to protect development from 
environmental stresses. Upon cardiac hypertrophy, thickening of the heart tissue, 
mice normally downregulate α myosin heavy chain (αMHC) and upregulate β 
myosin heavy chain (βMHC) in response. mir-208 knockout mice appear mostly 
wild type, with slight declines in cardiac function as the mice age, however they 
cannot properly upregulate βMHC in response to cardiac stress [104]. In 
Drosophila melanogaster, both mir-7 and mir-9a are important for developmental 
robustness when the environmental temperature changes [105-107]. mir-7 
generates robustness in two feedforward loops controlling eye development in 
Drosophila. mir-7 mutants appear wild type when raised at constant temperature, 
but display abnormal development of both the photoreceptors and 
proprioreceptors if raised in fluctuating temperatures [105]. Similarly, Drosophila 
mir-9a mutants show a loss of canalization and are sensitive to temperature 
changes. Specifically, mir-9a mutants develop extra sensory organs, and show a 
level of variation in the number of sensory organs that is not normally seen in 
wild type flies [106,107]. In addition to external temperature, food source and 
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pathogenicity can serve as challenges to robust development. In C. elegans, wild 
type animals develop normally when raised on the pathogen Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), while certain let-7 family mutants raised on P. 
aeruginosa show an enhanced heterochronic phenotype [108]. 
 Taken together, these examples suggest a critical role for miRNAs in both 
creating and maintaining developmental robustness. The chapters presented 
herein will describe an additional example of miRNA-based robustness, 
specifically a role for mir-34 and mir-83 in both protecting DTC migrations from 
temperature fluctuations and promoting maximum fecundity in C. elegans. 
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CHAPTER II
Robust distal tip cell pathfinding in the face of temperature stress is ensured by 
two conserved microRNAs in Caenorhabditis elegans
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ABSTRACT
 Biological robustness, the ability of an organism to maintain a steady state 
output as genetic or environmental inputs change, is critical for proper 
development. MicroRNAs have been implicated in biological robustness 
mechanisms through their post-transcriptional regulation of genes and gene 
networks. Previous research has illustrated examples of microRNAs promoting 
robustness as part of feedback loops and genetic switches, and by buffering 
noisy gene expression resulting from environmental and/or internal changes. 
Here we show that the evolutionarily conserved microRNAs mir-34 and mir-83 
(homolog of mammalian mir-29) contribute to the robust migration pattern of the 
distal tip cells in Caenorhabditis elegans by specifically protecting against stress 
from temperature changes. Furthermore, our results indicate that mir-34 and 
mir-83 may modulate the integrin signaling involved in distal tip cell migration by 
potentially targeting the GTPase cdc-42 and the β-integrin pat-3. Our findings 
suggest a role for mir-34 and mir-83 in integrin-controlled cell migrations that may 
be conserved through higher organisms. They also provide yet another example 
of microRNA-based developmental robustness in response to a specific 
environmental stress, rapid temperature fluctuations.
INTRODUCTION
 The ability of a living system to maintain a steady state output in the face of 
environmental and physiological stresses is referred to as biological robustness 
[96]. Organisms must be able to compensate for adverse changes in gene 
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expression caused by environmental stresses and internal gene expression 
noise if development is to proceed unchanged. The nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans (C. elegans) is a useful model for studying such robustness. C. elegans 
development has been mapped to a cell-by-cell level, such that we know exactly 
when cell divisions occur and what the fate of each cell is [3,6,109,110]. There is 
also extensive research on the worm’s responses to stress, including stress-
induced alternative larval developmental choices such as stage-specific diapause 
[111-114] and proceeding to the dauer larvae stage, an alternative third larval 
stage that allows C. elegans to lengthen their lifespan and survive food 
deprivation or heat stress [115,116]. 
 MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are single-stranded RNAs of approximately 22 
nucleotides that negatively regulate the translation of their target messenger 
RNAs (mRNAs) by binding to their 3‘ untranslated region (3’ UTR) as part of a 
protein-RNA complex called the miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC). 
Target recognition is determined by the miRNA’s seed sequence, nucleotides two 
through seven (reviewed in [56,117]). miRNAs with the same seed sequence can 
presumably regulate the same target mRNAs, and are grouped together within a 
miRNA family (reviewed in [55]). In addition to being regulated by multiple 
members of a miRNA family, an mRNA can be co-targeted by multiple distinct 
miRNAs families, if it contains the corresponding distinct seed-complementary 
sites. Such inter-family and intra-family co-targeting is considered one reason 
why most single miRNA gene deletion mutants in C. elegans do not display 
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apparent phenotypes; although one negative regulator is deleted, the target 
mRNAs in question remain under the regulation of additional, functionally 
redundant miRNAs [82,83]. Findings reported by the Abbott lab exemplified this 
phenomenon. They screened for developmental phenotypes resulting from 
miRNA deletions in genetically sensitized backgrounds, in which the miRNA-
specific argonaute protein alg-1 was no longer functional [85]. In the alg-1 mutant 
background, overall miRNA production is partially compromised, such that the 
additional deletion of an otherwise redundant single miRNA can result in target 
deregulation and visible phenotypes. 
 In their study, the Abbott Lab identified six miRNAs involved in gonad 
morphogenesis [85], a normally robust developmental process that is dependent 
on the migration of two distal tip cells (DTCs) (reviewed in [118]). One of these 
miRNAs included mir-83, a miRNA that is highly conserved in animals, including 
mammals (known as mir-29, Figure 2.1) [78,119-129]. Mammalian mir-29 has 
been previously implicated in regulating cellular proliferation, differentiation, 
apoptosis, and the extracellular matrix (reviewed in [130,131]). In order to better 
understand how mir-83 functions we set out to determine its mRNA targets and 
miRNA co-regulators in C. elegans. Using mirWIP [81], we noticed an overlap 
between the predicted mRNA targets for mir-83 and mir-34, another miRNA that 
is conserved between nematodes and mammals (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1) 
[78,119-121,132-134]. mir-34 has been shown to have tumor suppressor activity 
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A
C. elegans mir-34 A G G C A G U G U G G U U A G C U G G U U G - -
D. melanogaster mir-34 U G G C A G U G U G G U U A G C U G G U U G U G
M. musculus mir-34a U G G C A G U G U - C U U A G C U G G U U G U -
M. musculus mir-34b A G G C A G U G U A A U U A G C U G A U U G U -
M. musculus mir-34c A G G C A G U G U A G U U A G C U G A U U G C -
H. Sapiens mir-34a U G G C A G U G U - C U U A G C U G G U U G U -








       
                 
     
     
B
C  egan  ir 3 G G C G G G G C G G G
D  elan ga t r ir U G G C G G G G G C G G G
M  m sc s m 34a U G G C G G C G C G G G
M  m l s 3 G G C G G A G C G A G
M  m l s 3 G G C G G G G C G G C
  
  
C. elegans mir-83 U A G C A C C A U A U A A A U U C A G U A A -
M. musculus mir-29a U A G C A C C A U C U G A A A U C G G U U A -
M. musculus mir-29b U A G C A C C A U U U G A A A U C A G U G U U
M. musculus mir-29c U A G C A C C A U U U G A A A U C G G U U A -
H. Sapiens mir-29a U A G C A C C A U C U G A A A U C G G U U A -
H. Sapiens mir-29b U A G C A C C A U U U G A A A U C A G U G U U
H. Sapiens mir-29c U A G C A C C A U U U G A A A U C G G U U A -
       
                 
     
     
Figure 2.1. mir-34 and mir-83 are highly conserved.
Nucleotide alignments of (A) mir-34 and (B) mir-83 sequences. mir-29 is the 
mammalian homolog of mir-83. Conserved nucleotides are shown in red.
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SEQUENCE GENE NAME SCREENED SEQUENCE GENE NAME SCREENED
B0348.6 ife-3 K09E9.2 erv-46
C03E10.4 gly-20 M04G12.4 somi-1 YES
C04E6.7 M106.4 gmps-1
C06G1.4 ain-1 YES R03G5.1 eft-4
C14F5.5 sem-5 YES R07B1.9
C16A3.2 R07G3.1 cdc-42 YES
C16E9.4 inx-1 R09B5.12 chil-14
C23H4.1 cab-1 R153.1 pde-4
C26D10.5 eff-1 T05A10.1 sma-9
C34H3.1 tag-275 T12G3.1 sqst-1
C38C6.2 atg-2 YES T14F9.4 peb-1 YES
C43H6.6 T17H7.4 gei-16
C48A7.1 egl-19 T19A6.1
C52B9.2 ets-9 T27B1.2 pat-9
C56G2.1 akap-1 T28D9.7 del-10
D2023.2 pyc-1 W01F3.1 mnr-1
F09B9.2 unc-115 YES W03G9.1 snf-1
F14D12.2 unc-97 YES W09G10.6 clec-125
F21A3.3 Y43H11AL.1
F21F8.10 str-135 Y54E10A.9 vbh-1
F39C12.3 tsp-14 Y73B6BL.6 sqd-1
F42H10.3 ZC64.3 ceh-18 YES
F46C8.5 ceh-14 ZK1058.2 pat-3 YES
F46E10.9 dpy-11 ZK112.2 ncl-1
F49E11.1 mbk-2 ZK377.2 sax-3 YES




          
                     
                   
            
                                                                                                                                                                          
Table 2.1. Predicted targets of both mir-34 and mir-83.
List of genes whose mRNA is predicted to be targeted by both mir-34 and mir-83 
according to mirWIP. Included are both cdc-42 and pat-3. RNAi was used to 
knockdown a subset of candidate targets (designated by YES in the SCREENED 
column) to look for suppression of the migration defect in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants.
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in mammalian systems. There its transcription is activated by p53 and it functions 
to reinforce p53 negative regulation (reviewed in [135-138]).
 To further understand the roles of mir-83 and mir-34, we tested for genetic 
redundancy by creating the double mutant and looking at developmental 
phenotypes. We also identified potential targets of mir-34 and mir-83 by tests of 
genetic suppression. mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutants display a 
defect in gonad morphogenesis. In addition, this defect reflects a loss of 
developmental robustness; the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) phenotype is 
significantly enhanced in response to temperature changes but not by other 
environmental stresses that we tested. Based on our results, we conclude that 
mir-34 and mir-83 function together to help create or maintain robust function of 
the genetic network controlling gonad morphogenesis, such that the development 
of this important organ is protected from the temperature changes C. elegans 
may encounter, either the rapid oscillations tested here or subtler changes 
experienced in the wild. Furthermore, we observed that mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants have a decreased lifespan and decreased fecundity, 
suggesting that the loss of these two miRNAs has repercussions for the 
biological fitness of the animals. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
 C. elegans strains: The C. elegans Bristol N2 strain was used as wild type 
in the study [139]. Additional strains are listed in Table 2.2. Both the n4638 and 






MT16309 mir-247 mir-797(n4505) X
RW3600 pat-3(st564)/qC1 [dpy-19(e1259) glp-1(q339)] III




VT2595 mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
VT2797 pat-3(st564)/qC1 [dpy-19(e1259) glp-1(q339)] III; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
VT2812 unc-54(e190) I; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
VT2885 cdc-42(gk388)/mIn1 [mIS14 dpy-10(e128)] II; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
VT2905 mir-259(n4106) V; mir-34(gk437) X
VT2906 mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-259(n4106) V; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3032 mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-259(n4106) V
VT3104 maIs385 [Plim-7::mir-34 cb unc-119+] I; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3105 maIs386 [Pmyo-3::mir-34 cb unc-119+] I; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3106 maIs387 [Pmir-34::mir-34 cb unc-119+] I; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3107 maIs388 [Plim-7::mir-83 cb unc-119+] II; mir-83(n4638) IV
VT3108 maIs389 [Pdpy-7::mir-83 cb unc-119+] II; mir-83(n4638) IV
VT3109 maIs390 [Pmyo-3::mir-83 cb unc-119+] II; mir-83(n4638) IV
VT3110 maIs391 [Pmir-83::mir-83 cb unc-119+] II; mir-83(n4638) IV
VT3111 maIs392 [Plag-2::mir-83 cb unc-119+] II; mir-83(n4638) IV
VT3118 unc-119(ed3) III; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X; maEx246
VT3123 maIs396 [Pdpy-7::mir-34 cb unc-119+] I; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3124 maIs397 [Plag-2::mir-34 cb unc-119+] I; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3136 unc-119(ed3) III; maEx246
VT3145 unc-119(ed3) III; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X; maEx247
VT3178 unc-119(ed3) III; maEx247
VT3289 mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
VT3294 maIs387 I; maIs391 II; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X
     
              
                                                                                                                                                                          
Table 2.2. C. elegans strains.
Strains used for the study, including those generated using the constructs 
described in Table 2.4.
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strain was used as the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant except when 
VT3289 is explicitly discussed in Figure 2.3C. 
 C. elegans maintenance: Strains were maintained using standard 
procedures on nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded with Escherichia 
coli (E. coli) strain HB101 [139], unless explicitly stated as being raised on OP50. 
Strains were raised at 20℃ unless otherwise stated when temperature was 
oscillated.
 Sequence alignments, target prediction, and statistical significance: 
MicroRNA sequences were supplied by miRBase [78,119-129,132-134,140-146] 
and aligned by eye. Predicted targets were identified using mirWIP [81]. 
Throughout the manuscript, three significance stars (***) are used for a p-value 
of .005 or less, two (**) for a p-value greater than .005 and less than or equal to 
.01, and one (*) for a p-value greater than .01 and less than or equal to .05. 
 Migration defective phenotype scoring: Hypochlorite treatment [147] was 
used to isolate embryos. Where noted, synchronized populations were created 
by allowing embryos to hatch in M9 buffer for approximately 24 hours [148]. 
Embryos or starved L1s were then plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates and 
raised to adulthood in the temperature scheme noted. Day one adults were 
paralyzed in 100mM levamisole, mounted on 2% agarose pads, and scored 
using a Zeiss Axioskop differential interference contrast (DIC) microscope and a 
63x objective. A 2-proportion z-test was used to determine significant differences 
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between counts except where triplicates are presented. In such cases mean 
values were compared using an unpaired t-test performed by PRISM.
 Temperature oscillations: Temperature oscillations were performed using 
modified MJ Research Programable Thermocyclers. First, the Thermocyclers’ lids 
were removed. Next, a 0.25 inch thick aluminum plate was attached to the heat 
block using silicone based thermal conductive grease. Original lids were replaced 
by insulating covers constructed out of styrofoam. HB101-seeded NGM plates 
containing worms were placed inside the modified device, in contact with the 
aluminum plate. To assess the thermal dynamics of the system, a thermometer 
was embedded in an NGM plate and the temperature of the agar was monitored 
during programmed temperature cycles.  We observed that the temperature of 
NGM plates did cycle in accordance with the Thermocycler program, although 
not as quickly as the heat block itself; we observed an approximately 15 to 30 
second delay as the NGM cools or heats. Stated temperature cycles refer to the 
program run by the Thermocycler. 
 Electron microscopy: N2 and mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X embryos 
were isolated using hypochlorite treatment, hatched in M9 buffer for 
approximately 24 hours, and plated as synchronized L1s on HB101-seeded NGM 
plates. Worms were raised with temperature oscillations: 20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ 
for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeat three additional times], 20℃ until 
young adulthood. Worms were fixed and prepared for electron microscopy as 
previously described [149] except they were cut below the pharynx rather than in 
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half to preserve gonad morphology. Electron microscopy work was performed by 
the UMass Medical School Electron Microscopy Core Facility.
 Cloning and transgenics: Constructs were created using Life 
Technologies Gateway Cloning. Except where otherwise stated, gene fragments 
were first amplified from N2 genomic DNA using the primers listed in Table 2.3. 
PCR was next used to add the proper att sequences such that fragments could 
be moved into the appropriate Gateway DONR vector, as described in the 
Gateway Protocol. For the mir-34 promoter, the 5 kilobase promoter was 
digested from a separate plasmid and ligated to a modified 476p5Emcs (a gift 
from Nathan Lawson’s Lab, modified to remove unnecessary SalI cut sites) to 
add the necessary att sites. For mutated 3‘UTRs, DNA fragments of the desired 
sequence were created de novo by GeneWiz. The constructed DONR vectors, 
along with two commercially available vectors, were then used for transgene 
construction as described in the Gateway Protocol (Table 2.4). The destination 
vectors were developed for the Mos1-mediated single-copy insertion technique 
[150], which was used to generate transgenic strains (Table 2.2). Multi-copy 
arrays were generated for cdc-42 and pat-3 GFP/mCherry reporters. 
mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X males were first crossed to EG6701 to create 
a unc-119(ed3) III; mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X strain (VT3087). VT3087 
was subsequently injected with a mix of pBluescript SK+ (30 ng/µL), pIF9 (15 ng/
µL), pCFJ150 (30 ng/µL), pCFJ210 (30 ng/µL), and either pSLB054 (3 ng/µL) 
and pSLB056 (3 ng/µL) or pSLB071 (3 ng/µL) and pSLB075 (3 ng/µL). Array 
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VECTOR DESCRIPTION FORWARD PRIMER 5’→ 3’ REVERSE PRIMER 5’→ 3’
pSLB028 pat-3 3‘UTR GATAAATAGTTTTTATCCTTATATTTTAAT CTCGGGGAACAACAACTGACTCTGT
pSLB029 mir-34 hairpin CTTAATACCACTACTGACTA AAGGTTTCTGATCTAAGATG
pSLB032 Mutated cdc-42 3‘UTR N/A N/A
pSLB033 Mutated pat-3 3‘UTR N/A N/A
pSLB035 cdc-42 promoter ATATCATATAAACTTGCGAAGGAAT TTCGCCTGAAAAAAAAAATGAATA
pSLB036 cdc-42 3‘UTR GAACGTCTTCCTTGTCTCCATGT TGTTCCTCTCCTCGTCAAACA
pSLB037 lim-7 promoter AGCAATGCTTCCGAAAACC GCCGTTGAACAGATATAGAAGTTTG
pSLB038 dpy-7 promoter AATCTCATTCCACGATTTCT TTATCTGGAACAAAATGTA
pSLB040 mir-83 hairpin TAAAAGCACCACTCGGAACC AATAGCTCTCGACGCGAAAT
pSLB041 mir-83 3’ sequence CTGTATTCAATTATTTGATTC TTTTCAAGCCAAAACAGAGC
pSLB042 myo-3 promoter TGTGTGTGATTGCTTTTTC TTCTAGATGGATCTAGT
pSLB043 mir-34 3’ sequence GAGTTTTTGAAAAGTTGAGG CACGGCCGCTACCTCCACCTTA
pSLB062 mir-83 promoter ACGAATTTCCCACCATTTTG AATTGAATAATTTGTACCTGCG
pSLB069 pat-3 promoter ACGGTATTTTTTCGGGAGA TTGATGCCGGGTAGGTT
pSLB076 lag-2  promoter ACTGGCGCTACTCCACCTT CTGAAAAAAGGCAAATTTGAAAAG
pSLB080 mir-34 promoter N/A N/A
      
                  
      
                                                                                                                                                                          
Table 2.3. Entry vectors and primers.
List of primers used to amplify genomic regions and the resulting Gateway 
compatible entry vectors created for tissue specific rescue and target sensor 
constructs.
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VECTOR DESCRIPTION ENTRY VECTORS DESTINATION VECTOR
pSLB054 Pcdc-42::GFP-H2B::Mutated cdc-42 3‘UTR pCM1.35, pSLB033, pSLB035 pCFJ210
pSLB056 Pcdc-42::mCherry-H2B::cdc-42 3‘UTR pCM1.151, pSLB035, pSLB036 pCFJ150
pSLB059 Plim-7::mir-83 hairpin::mir-83 3‘UTR pSLB037, pSLB040, pSLB041 pCFJ150
pSLB063 Pdpy7::mir-83 hairpin::mir-83 3’ UTR pSLB038, pSLB040, pSLB041 pCFJ150
pSLB064 Pmyo-3::mir-83 hairpin::mir-83 3’ UTR pSLB040, pSLB041, pSLB042 pCFJ150
pSLB065 Plim-7::mir-34 hairpin::mir-34 3’ UTR pSLB029, pSLB037, pSLB043 pCFJ210
pSLB066 Pdpy-7::mir-34 hairpin::mir-34 3’ UTR pSLB029, pSLB030, pSLB043 pCFJ210
pSLB067 Pmyo-3::mir-34 hairpin::mir-34 3’ UTR pSLB029, pSLB042, pSLB043 pCFJ210
pSLB070 Pmir-83::mir-83 hairpin::mir-83 3‘UTR pSLB040, pSLB041, pSLB062 pCFJ150
pSLB071 Ppat-3::mCherry-H2B::pat-3 3‘UTR pCM1.151, pSLB028, pSLB069 pCFJ150
pSLB075 Ppat-3::GFP-H2B::Mutated pat-3 3‘UTR pCM1.35, pSLB033, pSLB069 pCFJ210
pSLB077 Plag-2::mir-34 hairpin::mir-34 3‘UTR pSLB029, pSLB043, pSLB076 pCFJ210
pSLB078 Plag-2::mir-83 hairpin::mir-83 3‘UTR pSLB040, pSLB041, pSLB076 pCFJ150
pSLB081 Pmir-34::mir-34 hairpin::mir-34 3‘UTR pSLB029, pSLB043, pSLB080 pCFJ210
    
                  
    
                                                                                                                                                                          
Table 2.4. Expression constructs.
The noted entry and destination vectors were used to construct the described 
transgenes for tissue specific rescue and target sensor experiments.
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maEx246 was generated from the pSLB054 and pSLB056 containing injection 
mix, while array maEx247 was made from the pSLB071 and pSLB075 mix. The 
array carrying strains, VT3118 (for maEx246) and VT3145 (for maEx247), were 
crossed to N2 males in order to cross out the mir-83(n4638) and mir-34(gk437) 
deletions, generating strains VT3136 and VT3178 respectively.
 RNAi: RNA-mediated interference (RNAi) was performed by raising animals 
on dsRNA-producing E. coli as described in [151]. Synchronized L1s were placed 
on cdc-42 RNAi food, pat-3 RNAi food, or empty vector control food, and raised 
to young adulthood with the temperature scheme stated. Animals were scored as  
previously described.
 Target reporter scoring: Hypochlorite treatment was used to isolate 
embryos, which were hatch in M9 to generate synchronized L1s. Worms were 
plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates and raised with temperature oscillations: 
20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeat three 
additional times], 20℃ until time of scoring. L1 animals were scored starting 18 
hours post-plating, immediately following temperature oscillations. L3 animals 
were scored starting 43 hours post-plating, shortly after the molt from L2 to L3. 
Adults were scored starting 67 hours post-plating, after egg-laying had 
commenced. 
 Worms were suspended in 100 mM levamisole, mounted on 2% agarose 
pads, and scored using a Leica TCS SPE confocal microscope. For cdc-42 
reporters DTCs were first identified in the DIC setting by eye using the 63x 
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objective. The confocal microscopy setting was subsequently used for imaging 
and quantifying the mean value florescence of each channel for a DTC using the 
Leica LAS AF software. For pat-3 reporters, the 10x objective was used to 
observe whole animals. A 30 step z-series was taken per worm. The Leica AF 
software was used to quantify mean value fluorescence for each channel using 
the z-stack maximum projection. Data sets were compared using an unpaired t-
test performed by PRISM.
 Brood size counts: N2 and mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X embryos 
were isolated using hypochlorite treatment and left in M9 buffer for approximately 
24 hours to hatch. Arrested L1s were then plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates 
and either raised at 20℃ continuously or with temperature oscillations from hour 
16 to hour 18 post-plating (labeled “Cycled” - 20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 
minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeat three additional times], 20℃ until death). 
Worms were individually plated as L4s, and the number of live offspring were 
counted from the start of egg-laying until its end. Mean values were compared 
using an unpaired t-test performed by PRISM.
 Mating assays: N2 and mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X embryos were 
isolated using hypochlorite treatment and left in M9 buffer for approximately 24 
hours to hatch. Arrested L1s were then plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates 
and either raised at 20℃ continuously or with temperature oscillations from hour 
16 to hour 18 post-plating (labeled “Cycled” - 20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 
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minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeat three additional times], 20℃ until death). 
Once they reached adulthood, hermaphrodites were transferred daily away from 
progeny until the ability to lay eggs was exhausted (day four of adulthood). Each 
hermaphrodite was then moved to an individual plate, to which four one-day-old 
adult N2 males were added. Animals were allowed to mate for three days, at 
which point the males were removed. The total number of offspring that hatched 
were counted for each hermaphrodite from the start of the assay until its death. 
 Lifespan assays: Survival assays were performed similarly to previously 
described [152]. N2 and mir-83(n4638) IV; mir-34(gk437) X embryos were 
isolated using hypochlorite treatment and left in M9 buffer for approximately 24 
hours to hatch. Arrested L1s were then plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates 
and either raised at 20℃ continuously or with temperature oscillations from hour 
16 to hour 18 post-plating (labeled “Cycled” - 20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 
minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeat three additional times], 20℃ until death). To 
track survival, one hundred worms per replicate and three replicated per 
condition were moved to a new HB101-seeded NGM plate as L4s. Worms were 
transferred to a new plate daily during the course of the assay to avoid 
overcrowding from the offspring. Worms were scored as alive or dead based on 
reaction to a gentle nose prod using a standard worm pick. Animals were tracked 
until their death. Any worms that died as a consequence of crawling up the side 
of the plate were removed from the assay. Replicates were used to calculate 
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percent survival and the standard deviation for each day. Mean values for 
individual days were compared using a two sample t-test for means.
 Additional stresses: Animals was raised on NGM plates containing 0.03% 
sodium arsenite to induce oxidative stress [153]. Incubation in 1% SDS for 30 
minutes was used to isolate dauer animals from starved plates [147]. Animals 
were raised on P. auruginosa PA14 plates as previously described [154].
RESULTS
 Improper distal tip cell migration paths in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants: The shape of the C. elegans adult hermaphrodite gonad is determined 
by the migration of two distal tips cells (DTCs), somatic gonadal cells at the tip of 
each gonad arm that drag the proliferative portion of the gonad with them as they 
migrate during the second through fourth larval stages of hermaphrodite 
development [2-4]. Both DTCs are born near the mid-body during the first larval 
stage, and begin to migrate along the ventral body wall muscles towards the 
head and tail during the second larval stage, referred to as phase 1 of migration. 
[1-3]. During phase 2, DTCs first turn dorsally to migrate from the ventral to the 
dorsal body wall muscle, crossing the hypodermis in the process [4]. A second 
turn is required to continue migration along the dorsal body wall muscles and 
return to the mid-body (phase 3), creating two U-shaped gonad arms (Figure 
2.2A) [1,3,4]. The final shape of the gonad arms can be used to deduce the path 
taken by each DTC. In a fraction of mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants (26% 
at 20℃, quantified in Figure 2.3), anterior and posterior gonad arms appear 
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Penetrance quantified in Figure 2.3. (C) Improper DTC migration causes a 
rearrangement of internal organs, due to space constraints. In N2 worms, the 
intestine is positioned laterally with respect to the dorsal-ventral axis (indicated 
by a white, dashed line), and the proximal and distal segments of the gonad are 
positioned ventrally and dorsally, respectively, on the other side from the 
intestine. In the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worm shown here, the displaced 
gonad caused a displacement of the intestine. Black arrowheads point to the 
adult lateral alae, which are positioned on the left and right sides of the animal.
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displaced at various positions, improperly crossing the dorsal-ventral axis (Figure 
2.2B). These misplaced gonad arms suggest DTCs wandered from the proper 
path during phase 1 and/or phase 3 of migration, and often migrated too far and 
past the developing vulva. The penetrance of this overextension phenotype was 
highly variable and overextension was observed to occur either with or without 
wandering during phase 1 and/or phase 3. Unlike some classes of C. elegans 
migration mutants, DTCs in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants execute both 
their first (dorsal) and second (anterior/posterior) turns at the proper positions in 
the animals and at the proper times in development. The migration defect of 
these mutants therefore reflects a defect in the precise pathfinding of the DTCs 
as they migrate longitudinally along the ventral or dorsal muscle. To score this 
phenotype we categorized gonad arms as either migration-defective or normal. 
Gonad arms were categorized as migration-defective if their abnormal shape 
indicated that the DTC had improperly crossed the dorsal-ventral axis during its 
migration, or that the DTC migrated completely past the vulva before stopping. 
Previously published findings indicated a low level of migration defects in the N2 
strain [34]. These included such phenotypes as DTCs stopping slightly short of 
the vulva and a slight ventral-ward “dip” of the DTCs when migration ceases. We 
observed such phenotypes as well, but due to their occurrence in N2 we 
classified such cases as within normal variation and did not score them as 
migration defects. It is also important to note that in the previously mentioned 
study [34], strains were raised at 23℃ rather than 20℃. 
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 DTC wandering results in displaced gonad arms, which is reflected in a 
reorganization of the internal organs. To visualize this reorganization in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants, we performed electron microscopy on 
cross-sections of adult worms. We first collected approximately 20 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms whose anterior arm displayed a migration 
defect. These mutants and age-matched N2s were fixed and processed for 
electron microscopy.  As previously described, in N2 worms the intestine spans 
the dorsal-ventral axis (Figure 2.2C) [155]. The oocyte-containing proximal gonad 
is located ventrally while the distal gonad is dorsal [155]. In order for a DTC to 
wander from the appropriate migration path, it must displace the intestine. In 
addition, the somatic gonad itself will be displaced as it trails behind the migrating 
DTC. This rearrangement of internal organs, with the intestine, distal gonad arm, 
and proximal gonad arm all displaced, was visible in both of the two 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants sectioned and visualized (Figure 2.2C).
 The penetrance of the migration defect is significantly enhanced by 
oscillating temperature: We first sought to quantify the penetrance of the 
migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms raised in standard 
laboratory conditions, namely on E. coli-seeded NGM plates kept at 20℃ [139]. 
As expected, the DTCs migrate properly in N2 worms in the majority of worms (2 
+/- 2% migration defective, performed in triplicate, Figure 2.3A). Both 
mir-34(gk437) and mir-83(n4638) single mutant populations display migration 




phenotype’s penetrance is significantly enhanced to 26 +/-7.21% in the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant (p ≤ .05, unpaired t-test), suggesting 
that the two miRNAs contribute partially redundant functions in the context of 
DTC migration. 
 Due to the low penetrance of the phenotype in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) double mutants (Figure 2.3A), we reasoned that the functions of 
these miRNAs in DTC migration could be relatively unimportant under standard 
laboratory conditions, but perhaps more critical under stressful conditions. 
Therefore, we tested for enhancement of the DTC migration phenotype in worms 
exposed to various stresses. We observed no change in the penetrance of the 
phenotype when mutants were exposed continuously throughout development to 
high temperature (25℃) or low temperature (15℃), or to a diet of pathogenic 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), oxidative stress (0.03% arsenic), or 
starvation during early larval stages to induce dauer formation (Table 2.5). 
However, an enhanced phenotype was observed when worms developed under 
a changing temperature regimen (Figure 2.3B), a phenomenon previously 
observed for mir-7 Drosophila mutants in the context of Drosophila eye 
development [105]. Semi-synchronized populations of developing larvae were 
exposed to a regimen of temperature changes every 15 minutes - first from 15℃ 
to 25℃, and then back to 15℃, and so on. The DTC migrations of N2 worms 
were unaffected by temperature oscillations (0 +/- 0%). All three mutant strains 
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(mir-34(gk437) and mir-83(n4638) single mutants, and the mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) double mutant) showed an enhanced penetrance of the DTC 
migration defective phenotype under oscillating temperature compared to 
constant temperature (20℃); from 10.67 +/- 1.15% to 28 +/- 5.29% for 
mir-34(gk437), from 8 +/- 0% to 16.67 +/- 4.16% for mir-83(n4638), and from 26 
+/- 7.21% to 62.67 +/- 4.16% for mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437). A similar pattern 
was observed for animals grown on OP50 rather than HB101 E. coli, suggesting 
that the migration defect and its enhancement by oscillating temperature are 
independent of food source (Figure 2.4). We also examined a second mir-34 null 
allele, n4276, and obtained similar results as that for gk437 (Figure 2.5). 
 To confirm that the DTC migration defects of mir-34 and mir-83 mutants are 
a consequence of the loss of the mir-34 and mir-83 genes, we generated single-
copy integrated rescuing transgenes in their respective single mutant (Table 2.2). 
Both the mir-34 transgene, maIs387, and the mir-83 transgene, maIs391, rescue 
the migration defects of their respective single mutant (Figure 2.3C). Although 
this finding supports the conclusion that the migration defects can be explicitly 
attributed to the mir-34 and mir-83 loss of function, a caveat remained that the 
migration defect was due to background mutations, outside the mir-34 or mir-83 
loci, that had been present in the single mutants and were segregated away 
during construction of the transgene-containing strains. In this scenario, the 
hypothetical background mutations would have been maintained during the 




To address this caveat we crossed the maIs387; mir-34(gk437) and maIs391; 
mir-83(n4638) strains together to generate a new doubly-mutant mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) strain (VT3289) lacking both transgenes, and a sibling doubly-
mutant strain carrying both transgenes (VT3294) (Figure 2.3C).  We observed 
that VT3289 exhibited a 56% penetrance of migration defective, which is not 
statistically different from 62% migration defective exhibited by the original 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant, VT2595 (Figure 2.3C, 2-proportion 
z-test, p > .05). If the migration defect had been due to background mutations 
rather than the mir-34 and mir-83 deletions we would not expect the newly 
isolated double to have the defect. As expected, the double mutant carrying both 
rescue constructs, maIs387; maIs391; mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437), appears 
mostly normal (4% migration defective). 
 The above results suggest that DTC migrations may be inherently sensitive 
to unstable temperature, and that the activity of mir-34 and mir-83 helps protect 
the genetic network controlling this migration from environmental temperature 
changes. Although the penetrance of the phenotype was increased in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants worms experiencing oscillating 
temperatures (from 26% at constant 20℃ to 62.67% in oscillating temperatures), 
the migration defect is still not fully penetrant in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants, even with temperature oscillations. It was previously shown that for 
alg-1 dominant-negative alleles ma192 and ma202, respectively 71% and 73% of 
worms have DTC migration defects, strongly suggesting that other miRNAs are 
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involved in the regulation of DTC migrations [86]. Therefore the additional 
miRNAs implicated in gonad migration by the Abbott Lab [85] were examined to 
see if being raised in changing temperatures enhanced any of the single mutants 
as it did for mir-34(gk437) and mir-83(n4638) mutants. We found that only the 
mir-259(n4106) migration defect appears to be enhanced by oscillating 
temperatures (Figure 2.6A), although the enhancement is not significant (p = 
.086, 2-proportion z-test). Additionally, the migration defects exhibited by 
mir-259(n4106) mutants are similar to those of mir-34(gk437) and mir-83(n4638) 
single and double mutants; DTCs improperly cross the dorsal/ventral axis during 
phase 1 and phase 3 of migration and migrate past the vulva. However, the 
mir-259 deletion does not enhance the penetrance of these defects in a triple 
mutant mir-83(n4638); mir-259(n4106); mir-34(gk437) compared to the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant (Figure 2.6B, p ≥ .05, 2-proportion 
z-test). This suggests that, although mir-259 regulates targets involved in DTC 
migration in manner that is sensitive to temperature changes and could be 
involved in the same or a similar process as mir-34 and mir-83, mir-259 appears 
to not regulate the same targets as mir-34 and mir-83. If the three miRNAs were 
acting in parallel on the same set of mRNA targets, we would expect an elevated 
penetrance of the phenotype upon removal of mir-259 from the double mutant as 
the target mRNAs in question would be further derepressed. One caveat 
regarding this conclusion could be that the lack of enhancement seen in the 




mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double (Figure 2.6B) might reflect common targets 
that were fully derepressed in the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double, such that 
the loss of an additional regulator had no effect. In this regard, we note that the 
migration defect penetrance in both the mir-259(n4106); mir-34(gk437) and the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-259(n4106) double mutants are weaker than that of the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant (Figure 2.6C, p ≤ .005, 2-proportion z-test). 
This suggests that the relevant mRNA target sets for mir-34 and mir-83 may 
overlap more with each other than with mir-259. For these reasons, we chose to 
focus on the functionally-interacting miRNAs mir-34 and mir-83 for the remainder 
of this study.
 The temperature-sensitivity of DTC migration is restricted to a two 
hour period during the L1 stage: We next sought to determine if the entire DTC 
migration process was temperature-sensitive in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants, or if there was a more restricted developmental period during which 
DTCs are sensitive to changing temperature in these mutants. Synchronized 
populations of N2 and mutant worms were produced by hatching eggs in the 
absence of food. L1 larvae arrest in such conditions, and will not proceed 
developing until the reintroduction of food [148,156]. Once food is reintroduced, it 
takes the larvae twenty-four hours at 20℃ to reach the first molt into the L2 larval 
stage (Maria Ow, Personal Communication). Using the DTC-specific reporter, 
Plag-2::GFP [157], we found that the DTCs are born approximately 16 to 16.5 
hours after the reintroduction of food (unpublished results) in both N2 and 
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mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms. This agrees with previous reports for the 
timing of DTC birth in N2s [3,6]. By examining the effects of two-hour time 
windows during which the temperature oscillated between 15℃ and 25℃ every 
15 minutes, we found that the temperature-sensitive period for DTCs overlapped 
with the approximate time of their births. When the two hour oscillating 
temperature regimen occurred before 14 hours of development (Figure 2.7A) or 
after 20 hours of development (Figure 2.7C), mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants displayed the migration phenotype at a penetrance similar to that seen 
in the non-enhanced 20℃ condition (see Figure 2.3A). However, when 
temperature oscillations occurred from hour 16 to hour 18 of development 
(Figure 2.7B) we observed an enhanced penetrance of the phenotype similar in 
magnitude to that of animals that had experienced temperature oscillations 
throughout larval development (see Figure 2.3B). This implies that the 
enhancement observed with temperature oscillations throughout development 
likely resulted from changing temperature in the interval between hour 16 to hour 
18. Indeed, animals that experienced temperature oscillations throughout most of 
larval development but excluding the two hour period from hour 16 to hour 18 did 
not exhibit phenotypic enhancement (Figure 2.8). 
 Our results indicate that cycling between 15℃ and 25℃ captures the full 
enhancement of the migration phenotype under the conditions we have tested. 
Increasing the upper temperature to 37℃, thereby heat shocking the worms in 15 




(Figure 2.9). We also found that the phenotypic enhancement occurred whether 
the first temperature change was a decrease (Figure 2.7) or an increase (Figure 
2.10) in temperature and was largely independent of the magnitude of the 
temperature change; ten degree or five degree changes in temperature resulted 
in similar phenotype enhancement (Figure 2.11).  We observed that a single 
oscillation cycle during the hour 16 to hour 18 period was insufficient to enhance 
the phenotype (Figure 2.12), suggesting that multiple cycles are necessary to 
elicit the stress that compromises the integrity of gonad morphogenesis in the 
absence of mir-34 and mir-83. 
 Tissue specificity of mir-34 and mir-83: To determine the anatomical site 
of action of mir-34 and mir-83 in regulating the integrity of DTC migrations we 
generated constructs expressing each of these miRNAs driven by its natural 
promoter or by promoters from genes expressed in the hypodermis (dpy-7), 
DTCs (lag-2, also expressed in some vulval cells), gonadal sheath cells (lim-7), 
or muscle (myo-3, also expressed in muscle-like sheath cells 3 - 5) [7,158-162]. 
These constructs were built in Mos1-mediated single-copy insertion (MosSCI) 
destination vectors and were used to generate integrated transgenic lines [150] 
(Table 2.2). 
 As expected, both mir-34 or mir-83 expressed under their cognate natural 
promoters rescued the DTC migration defect of the respective single mutants 
(Tables 2.6 and 2.7, p ≤ .005, 2-proportion z-test). mir-34(gk437) and 
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Figure 2.9. Oscillating temperatures between 15℃ and 37℃ does not further 
enhance the gonad migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants.
Starved L1s were plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates, grown at 20℃ for 16 
hours, then cycled between 15℃ and 37℃ every 15 minutes for a total of 2 










































































     
 
 
                 
 
                       
                  
                         
       
     
Figure 2.12. A single temperature cycle is not sufficient to enhance the gonad 
migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants.
The 2 hour window consists of four rounds of 15 minutes at 15℃ followed by 15 
minutes at 25℃. A single round of temperature cycling is not enough to see an 
enhancement of the migration phenotype whether that occurs (A) 16 hours, (B) 
16.5 hours, (C) 17 hours, or (D) 17.5 hours post plating starved L1s. *** p-value 
≤ .005, ** .005 < p ≤ .01, significance stars compare N2 to mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants.
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specific heterologous promoters. mir-34 expressed in the DTCs (driven by the 
lag-2 promoter; Plag-2::mir-34) partially rescued the mir-34(gk437) defect, from 
28.3% to 11.7% (Table 2.6, p ≤ .05, 2-proportion z-test). The lack of full rescue 
could be due to a difference in expression levels and/or a requirement for mir-34 
in more than one tissue. mir-83 expressed in either the DTCs (Plag-2::mir-83) or 
muscle (Pmyo-3::mir-83), significantly rescued the migration defect (from 30% in 
the mutant to 5% in each rescue line, Table 2.7, p ≤ .005, 2-proportion z-test). 
Potential explanations for this result, where mir-83 appears to function in either 
the DTCs or the muscle, are discussed in the Discussion section.
 Mir-34 and mir-83 regulate two key proteins involved in DTC 
migrations: Our findings that DTC-specific expression of mir-34 or mir-83 can 
rescue the gonad migration defect of mir-34(gk437) or mir-83(n4638) mutants 
suggests that mir-34 and mir-83 may regulate a gene or genes whose activity 
impacts the fidelity of the DTC migration process, and that the migration deflect 
reflects abnormal pathfinding by the DTCs during larval development. An 
alternative hypothesis, that the displaced gonad arms observed in mutant adults 
resulted from the shifting of internal organs after otherwise proper migrations, 
was tested by examining whether the animals’ movement impacted their gonad 
morphology. We observed that the migration defective phenotype was not 
affected in genetically paralyzed worms compared to fully active worms, arguing 
against a contribution of movement-derived structural damage as a cause of the 
migration defect (Figure 2.13).
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STRAIN MIGRATION DEFECTIVE (N=60)
N2 0%
mir-34(gk437) 28.3%
Pmir-34::mir-34; mir-34(gk437) 0% ***
Pdpy-7::mir-34; mir-34(gk437) 20%
Plag-2::mir-34; mir-34(gk437) 11.7% *
Plim-7::mir-34; mir-34(gk437) 31.7%
Pmyo-3::mir-34; mir-34(gk437) 26.7%
      
                
                 
             
Table 2.6. Tissue specific mir-34 rescue.
Synchronized L1s were raised with oscillating temperatures - 20℃ for 16 hours, 
[15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeated three additional times], 20℃ 
until young adulthood. *** p-value ≤ .005, * .01 < p ≤ .05, significance stars 
compare rescue strains to mir-34(gk437) mutants. 
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STRAIN MIGRATION DEFECTIVE (N=60)
N2 0%
mir-83(n4638) 30%
Pmir-83::mir-83; mir-83(n4638) 1.7% ***
Pdpy-7::mir-83; mir-83(n4638) 25%
Plag-2::mir-83; mir-83(n4638) 5% ***
Plim-7::mir-83; mir-83(n4638) 41.7%
Pmyo-3::mir-83; mir-83(n4638) 5% ***
      
                 
                 
       
Table 2.7. Tissue specific mir-83 rescue.
Synchronized L1s were raised with oscillating temperatures - 20℃ for 16 hours, 
[15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeated three additional times], 20℃ 
until young adulthood. *** p-value ≤ .005, significance stars compare rescue 
strains to mir-83(n4638) mutants.
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 To identify potential targets of mir-34 and mir-83 in the regulation of DTC 
migration, we tested for suppression of the phenotype in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants by RNAi knockdown of genes predicted by mirWIP [81] to 
be targets of both mir-34 and mir-83 (Table 2.1), prioritizing genes known to be 
involved in cell migrations, larval development, or miRNA function. cdc-42 and 
pat-3, both expressed in the DTCs and body wall muscle and known to be 
involved in their migration [5,19,33], are predicted targets of mir-34 and mir-83 
and were subsequently examined.
 cdc-42 is a GTPase shown to be downstream of integrin signaling. Upon 
activation by integrin, cdc-42 acts to bring about the actin cytoskeleton 
rearrangements associated with cell migration [163-165]. Previously it has been 
shown that when a constitutively active allele of cdc-42 (unable to hydrolyze 
GTP to GDP) is expressed in the DTCs, those DTCs display pathfinding defects 
[34].  If cdc-42 is a direct target of mir-34 and mir-83, we would expect its 
expression to be elevated in animals mutant for these two miRNAs. Therefore, 
we hypothesized that by lowering the level of cdc-42 in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants we could suppress the gonad migration defect. This is in 
fact the case. The cdc-42 null allele gk388 deletes a portion of cdc42’s 5’ UTR, 
the first exon, and a portion of the first intron [166]. mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants heterozygous for the cdc-42(gk388) allele were significantly rescued, 
from 53% of the population displaying the gonad migration defective phenotype 




Figure 2.14. The mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) migration defect is suppressed in 
cdc-42 and pat-3 heterozygotes.
The penetrance of the migration defective phenotype is significantly reduced in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants when (A) carrying one copy of cdc-42, (B) 
raised on cdc-42 RNAi food as compared to empty vector control, (C) carrying 
one copy of pat-3, or (D) raised on pat-3 RNAi food as compared to empty vector 
control. Arrested L1s were plated on HB101- seeded NGM plates to restart 
development. Once plated, temperature was held at 20℃ for 16 hours, then 
cycled as follows: [15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, four times], then 
held at 20℃ until young adulthood. *** p-value ≤ .005, ** .005 < p ≤ .01, * .01 < p 
≤ .05, p > .05 not significant (n.s.).
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of gk388 and wild type copies of both mir-34 and mir-83 also are migration 
defective (wandering in phase 1 and/or phase 3) at a low penetrance (10% of the 
population). This is expected as cdc-42 is a critical regulator of the integrin 
signaling network [163-165]. We confirmed this suppression using RNAi-induced 
knockdown of cdc-42 (Figure 2.14B); cdc-42(RNAi) in a mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutant significantly suppressed the penetrance of the migration 
defect from 70% to 37% (p ≤ .005, 2-proportion z-test). N2 worms on cdc-42 
RNAi food exhibit wandering phenotypes similar to that observed in the balanced 
heterozygote. This result supports that idea that the reduction of cdc-42 is 
responsible for the suppression seen in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) rather than 
being the result of the inclusion of the balancer chromosome mIn1. 
 C. elegans has one β-integrin gene, pat-3 [17,167]. Integrin signaling is the 
major regulatory network involved in phase 1 and phase 3 of DTC migration 
[5,18,19]. Using the pat-3 null allele st564 [167], we created a strain homozygous 
for deletions of both mir-34 and mir-83 and carrying only one functional copy of 
pat-3. In this case, partial loss of pat-3 reduced the migration defect from 52% to 
25% (Figure 2.14C, p ≤ .005, 2-proportion z-test), supporting the conclusion that 
pat-3 overexpression contributes to the migration defect in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants. Note that 18% of worms with one functional copy of pat-3 
are migration defective (we observed wandering during phase 1 and phase 3 and 
overextension, but no defects in phase 2 turns), indicating that the fidelity of DTC 
migration may depend critically on pat-3 dosage. RNAi against pat-3 also 
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significantly suppressed the migration defect in a mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutant from 65% to 40% (Figure 2.14D, p ≤ .01, 2-proportion z-test), confirming 
that the reduction of pat-3 is responsible for the suppression. 
 The suppression in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant phenotype by 
genetic reduction of either cdc-42 or pat-3 activity supports the supposition that 
cdc-42 and pat-3 function downstream of these miRNAs in the regulation of DTC 
migration. The fact that both cdc-42 and pat-3 are predicted to contain sites for 
both mir-34 and mir-83 in their 3‘ UTR sequences strongly suggests direct 
targeting by these miRNAs. In an attempt to gather additional data in support of 
direct regulation, we constructed a set of nuclear localized mCherry and GFP 
reporters using the promoters and 3‘ UTR sequences of each target (see 
methods). mCherry was paired with the wild type target 3‘ UTR while GFP was 
fused to a 3‘ UTR where the predicted mir-34 and mir-83 binding sites were 
mutated. Specifically, the 3‘ UTR bases predicted to be part of the mRNA-miRNA 
seed base pairing were mutated to the complementary base, A to T, C to G, G to 
C, and U to A, such that mir-34 and mir-83 loaded miRISCs would no longer to 
be able to bind the mutated 3’ UTRs. For each wild type 3’ UTR reporter, the 
corresponding GFP construct with a mutated 3’ UTR served as an internal 
control, as it should not be subjected to regulation by either miRNA. The mCherry 
construct however, should be regulated by both miRNAs and therefore, should 
be expressed differently in their presence or absence. We generated multi-copy 
arrays (single-copy transgenes were unsuccessful, see Discussion) containing 
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both constructs in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants and crossed these 
arrays into N2 worms for comparison to the mutant background. GFP and 
mCherry fluorescence was subsequently quantified within DTCs or for the whole 
animal. We did not observe a difference in the ratio of mCherry to GFP 
fluorescence expressed in DTCs for the cdc-42 reporters, in any of the stages 
observed (Figure 2.15A, p ≥ .05, unpaired t-test). 
 As for the pat-3 reporters, the results were indicative but not definitive. 
Expression of the pat-3 reporters was not detectable in DTCs in larval stages. In 
adults, pat-3 reporter expression was very dim and bleached rapidly, 
necessitating scoring whole animals. In whole adult animals, there was a slight 
increase in the ratio of mCherry to GFP fluorescence for the pat-3 reporters when 
mir-34 and mir-83 were deleted (Figure 2.15B, p ≤ .05, unpaired t-test), 
suggesting that the two miRNAs do directly regulate pat-3. Although these 
reporter experiments could not confirm direct regulation of both cdc-42 and pat-3 
by mir-34 or mir-83, there were numerous technical issues that limited the 
sensitivity and fidelity of the reporter assays (see Discussion). It is possible that 
cdc-42 and pat-3 could be acting in parallel pathways that indirectly oppose the 
activities of mir-34 and mir-83, such that the observed suppression is the result of 
decreasing the activity of an opposing pathway. However, based on the 
computational prediction of co-targeting by mir-34 and mir-83, combined with the 
fact that both cdc-42 and pat-3 are known to be required for proper pathfinding, 
we propose that these predicted mir-34 and mir-83 common targets function 
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downstream of the two miRNAs in conferring robustness to DTC migration in the 
face of temperature changes.
 mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants display reduced cross progeny 
fecundity: In addition to guiding the morphology of the adult gonad, DTCs are 
also required to signal to the germline and regulate the production of germ cells 
(reviewed in [168]). We therefore tested whether the deletion of mir-34 and 
mir-83 affected the function of the hermaphrodite germline by quantifying 
offspring. We scored the total number of viable progeny, animals that hatched 
from laid eggs. We did not observe a noticeable difference in the number of dead 
eggs laid by mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants versus N2 worms, therefore 
we did not include them in our quantification. When raised at 20℃ or with 
temperature oscillations occurring during the previously described two hour 
temperature-sensitive period (referred to as “cycled”), there was no statistical 
difference in the number of viable self progeny produced by mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants compared to wild type (Figure 2.16A, p ≥ .05, unpaired t-
test).
 The self-fertility of a C. elegans hermaphrodite is limited by the number of 
sperm that it produces. Once self sperm are exhausted, the hermaphrodite’s total 
reproductive capacity is defined by the number of additional oocytes it can 
produce that are competent to produce viable cross progeny upon mating to 
males [139]. To investigate cross progeny production, N2 and mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants were first either raised at 20℃ or cycled. After day 4 of 
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Figure 2.16. mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants produce normal sized self-
broods and reduced cross-broods.
(A) The total number of living offspring was counted to determine brood size for 
N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms raised at 20℃ throughout 
development or subjected to temperature cycles (15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 
15 minutes, repeated four times) from 16 to 18 hours of development after plating 
starved L1s on HB101. There is no statistically significant difference between any 
of the groups. (B) Individual four-day-old adult hermaphrodites that had 
exhausted their self progeny were crossed to four one-day-old N2 males and 
number of cross-brood progeny was counted. The average cross-brood size was 
reduced for mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) hermaphrodites whether they were 
raised at 20℃ or subjected to temperature cycles (15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 
15 minutes, repeated four times) from 16 to 18 hours of development. Averages 
were compared using an unpaired t-test, performed by PRISM. *** p-value ≤ 
.005. Each group was compared to the three others. The absence of significance 
stars denotes a lack of statistical significance.
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adulthood, animals had exhausted their own supply of sperm and could no longer 
produce fertilized embryos [169]. At this point, young adult N2 males were mated 
to aged animals to assess their fertility (Figure 2.16B). Temperature oscillations 
did not affect the number of cross progeny produced by wild type hermaphrodites 
crossed to wild type males (247.25 +/- 77.52 versus 236.5 +/- 103.44 at 20℃, p 
≥ .05, unpaired t-test). Additionally, there was no significant difference between 
the number of cross progeny produced by mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms 
raised in either constant temperature or with temperature oscillations when 
mated to wild type males (141.85 +/- 84.01 at 20℃ versus 118.65 +/- 51.99 
cycled, p ≥ .05, unpaired t-test). There were however, significant differences 
between strains in total cross progeny produced. Specifically, the number of 
cross progeny produced by mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants when mated 
to wild type males was significantly less than the number of cross progeny 
produced by wild type hermaphrodites mated to wild type males regardless of the 
temperature regime during development (p ≤ .005, unpaired t-test).
 If the fecundity defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) hermaphrodites was 
a direct consequence of the gonad migration defect, we would expect to see a 
greater number of cross progeny produced by mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants when raised at 20℃ compared to temperature cycled as temperature 
cycling dramatically decrease the percentage of animals with normal gonad 
morphology. Moreover, we would expect to see two populations of animals within 
the cycled conditioned, a lower number of viable progeny for the approximately 
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60% of the population expected to have a gonad migration defect and a higher 
number of viable progeny for the 40% of the population expected to lack any 
defect. However, the reduced fecundity of mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
hermaphrodites was unaffected by temperature regimen and the population 
distribution of fecundity for mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms was not 
consistent with a 60%/40% split. Thus it appears that the fecundity defect in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants is likely independent of the gonad 
migration defect. It is possible that mir-34 and mir-83 may regulate targets other 
than cdc-42 and pat-3 within the DTCs that affect their ability to signal to the 
germline for the regulation of oocyte production. Alternatively, there may be 
subtle changes in the mating behavior of mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
hermaphrodites that could be detected with closer study.
 mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants have a decreased lifespan: A 
rearrangement of internal organs (as seen in Figure 2.2C) might be expected to 
have negative consequences for the overall fitness and viability of the affected 
worm. Moreover, it has been shown that an animal’s fecundity can correlate with 
their longevity [170-172]. To explore this possibility, we measured the lifespan of 
N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants raised at either 20℃ continuously 
(Figure 2.17A) or with temperature oscillations during the time sensitive period 
(Figure 2.17B). Although mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms raised at 20℃ 
appeared to have a slightly shortened lifespan compared to N2, the difference 
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Figure 2.17. mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants have a decreased lifespan 
compared to wild type.
Wild type (N2) and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) embryos were harvested by 
hypochlorite treatment and synchronized L1 larvae were obtained by hatching 
overnight in M9. Larvae were plated on HB101-seeded NGM plates and raised 
(A) continuously at 20℃ or (B) subjected to temperature cycles (15℃ for 15 
minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes, repeated four times) from 16 to 18 hours of 
development after plating starved L1s on HB101. For each longevity assay 
shown in panels A and B, 100 animals per replicate, three replicates per 
condition, were plated as L4s (Day 0) and tracked until their death. Alive or dead 
was determined by prodding worms on their nose and looking for a reaction. 
Daily averages were compared using a two sample t-test for means. *** p-value 
≤ .005, ** .005 < p ≤ .01, * .01 < p ≤ .05. 
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was only marginally statistically significant (Figure 2.17A, *** p ≤ .005, ** .005 < p 
≤ .01, * .01 < p ≤ .05, unpaired t-test). However, for animals subjected to 
oscillating temperatures during the temperature-sensitive period (from 16-18 
hours post-plating) the difference between N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutant worms was more pronounced and statistically significant from day seven 
to day twenty-one (with the exception of days nine and seventeen, Figure 2.17B, 
*** p ≤ .005, ** .005 < p ≤ .01, * .01 < p ≤ .05, unpaired t-test). The difference in 
lifespans may be related to the DTC migration phenotype. A relation between the 
two would explain the slight, less significant difference in lifespan at 20℃, when 
only ~20% of the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) population is migration defective, 
versus the significant difference in lifespan when animals undergo temperature 
changes, as now ~60% of the population is migration defective. This hypothesis 
has yet to be explored as we have not scored individual worms for both the 
migration phenotype and lifespan due to the fact that scoring for the migration 
phenotype involves paralyzing the worms and is potentially detrimental to their 
lifespan. It is possible that the more pronounced difference in lifespan between 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) and N2 worms when raised with temperature 
oscillations does not reflect a direct relationship between lifespan and gonadal 
migration but instead could reflect a general decrease in the fitness of 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34 (gk437) worms when experiencing temperature changes. 
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DISCUSSION
 There is an obvious benefit for building biological robustness into genetic 
networks; the fitness of an organism critically depends on the fidelity of 
developmental processes and reproductive capacity in the face of environmental 
changes. Previous research across numerous model organisms has described 
evolutionarily conserved responses to stresses such as food deprivation, heat 
shock, and various forms of toxicity (reviewed in [173]). miRNAs are thought to 
contribute to ensuring the fidelity of gene expression programs in the face of both 
external stresses and internal transcriptional noise [105] (reviewed in 
[97,98,100]). Previous studies have shown how miRNAs can participate in 
regulatory loops to precisely regulate gene expression levels (reviewed in 
[98,102]) or establish genetic switches. miRNAs have also been shown to 
repress leaky transcription, thereby dampening noise within genetic networks 
(reviewed in [97,100]). 
 The precise spatio-temporal program of DTC migration is controlled by a 
complex genetic network including genes pat-3 and cdc-42 [5], which encode, 
respectively, β-integrin and a GTPase downstream of integrin signaling. Genetic 
networks need to be robust so as to compensate for adverse changes in gene 
expression that can result from stress (reviewed in [173,174]). Cells can 
compensate for stress-induced positive fluctuations in mRNA levels through the 
post-transcriptional repressive action of miRNAs (Figure 2.18A). Likewise, 
negative fluctuations in mRNA levels can be compensated for by activating 
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transcription and/or translation, including releasing inhibition imparted by 
miRNAs. Thus miRNAs can contribute to the robustness of a genetic network by 
fine tuning the expression levels of networked genes and buffering their 
expression from environmentally-driven adverse perturbations. 
 For DTCs, phase 1 and phase 3 of their migration is regulated by cell-
intrinsic integrin signaling [5,18,19,47]. We propose that both mir-34 and mir-83 
help protect the robustness of this genetic network by regulating cdc-42 and 
pat-3 (Figure 2.18B), particularly when the network is stressed by temperature 
changes. Our finding that DTC expression of mir-34 and mir-83 can rescue the 
migration defect of their respective mutants supports the hypothesis that the two 
miRNAs regulate cdc-42 and pat-3 within the DTCs. Although these rescue data 
strongly suggest that mir-34 and mir-83 function within the DTCs, we were not 
able to confirm expression of these miRNAs in DTCs. Transgenes with either the 
mir-34 or mir-83 promoter driving GFP did not produce detectable expression of 
GFP in the DTCs  (although expression in body wall muscle cells was detected 
for mir-34 driven GFP). It is possible that the endogenous mir-34 and mir-83 
genes are expressed in the DTCs, but these transgenic constructs may express 
GFP at levels below limits of detection.
 Interestingly, we also observed rescue of the migration defect in 
mir-83(n4638) mutants by expression of mir-83 in muscle cells using the myo-3 
promoter. This could reflect a low level of activity of the myo-3 promoter in the 
DTCs. Alternatively, it is possible that mir-83 may perform functions within both 
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the DTCs and muscle, and that function in either cell type can rescue DTC 
migration. A third possibility is that mir-83 may function only in the DTCs, but that 
the mir-83 miRNA can be supplied either cell intrinsically or cell extrinsically from 
muscle expressed mir-83. Intriguingly, another known component of the DTC 
migration gene network, the metalloprotease mig-17, is secreted by body wall 
muscle cells and localizes to the gonadal basement membrane [13]. It is also 
possible that mir-83 synthesized in the muscle could be transported to the DTCs 
to function, explaining why mir-83 expression in either of these two tissues can 
result in similar levels of rescue.
 For technical reasons, our fluorescent reporter transgene approach did not 
permit us to confirm 3’ UTR-dependent regulation of cdc-42 or pat-3 by mir-34 or 
mir-83. Both genes are widely expressed; cdc-42 is most highly expressed in the 
intestine and muscles while pat-3 expression is particularly high in muscles 
(unpublished results and [175]). Since the two DTCs make up such a small 
fraction of the worm, protein expression changes within the DTCs are not easily 
analyzed by Western blotting as expression throughout the entire worm will mask 
any small cell-specific changes. We used fluorescent reporters due to the 
difficulty of seeing cell-specific changes. We first attempted to generate single 
copy insertions of the four reporters. For both the pat-3 GFP reporter and the 
cdc-42 mCherry reporter, we were not able to generate single copy integrated 
transgenes that expressed at detectable levels. Therefore we were forced to use 
multi-copy arrays, which most certainly reflect an overexpression of mRNA. We 
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suspect that the absence of measurable response of these reporters to mir-34 
and mir-83 activity in our experiments likely reflects an overexpression of the 
reporters, in excess to the endogenous miRNA levels. It is also possible that 
mir-34 and mir-83 may regulate their targets in a fashion too dynamic to visualize 
using fluorescent reporters. 
 Here we showed that mir-34 and mir-83 both contribute to keeping DTC 
migrations robust and protecting the fidelity of DTC migratory behavior from 
changes in temperature. In addition to organizing the morphogenic processes 
that shape the mature gonad, DTCs are also responsible for regulating meiosis in 
the germline [168]. Therefore DTCs have a direct impact on C. elegans 
reproductive capacity, and there is a direct benefit for the worm to protect these 
cells from external stresses. Interestingly, although mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants produced the normal number of self-progeny in our experiments, they 
nevertheless exhibited reduced numbers of cross-progeny when mated to wild 
type males. Thus, the overall maximum reproductive capacity of mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) hermaphrodites is compromised. Our results suggest that this 
maximum fecundity defect is not a direct consequence of the gonad migration 
defect, as the penetrance of the fecundity defect is higher than that of the 
migration defect and is not enhanced by temperature oscillations.  Additionally 
the fecundity defect may reflect a role for mir-34 and mir-83 in regulating fertility 
that is entirely unrelated to their role in regulating DTC migrations. We do not yet 
know the pathway or pathways through which mir-34 and mir-83 affect fertility, or 
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whether the fertility phenotypes represent functions within the germline, DTCs, or 
both. 
 We identified a two hour temperature-sensitive period, during which 
temperature oscillations can induce the enhanced DTC migration phenotype of 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) hermaphrodites. This temperature-sensitive period 
overlaps with the birth of the DTCs during the L1 larval stage, and is well before 
the DTCs begin their migration [3,6,109,110]. We have not determined what 
aspect of DTC specification and/or differentiation may be inherently sensitive to 
temperature changes such that in the absence of mir-34 and mir-83, DTCs 
display a stronger defect in pathfinding fidelity than when under constant 
temperature. It is intriguing that this defect is enhanced by fluctuating 
temperature specifically during the L1 stage, suggesting that DTCs are 
particularly sensitive to the stress of unstable temperature prior to the execution 
of their migratory program. It is known that the rate of development is closely tied 
to the environmental temperature in C. elegans. Temperature-sensitivity during 
the L1 stage may reflect a requirement to buffer noise within the integrin genetic 
network early in development. A lack of proper initial buffering may sensitize 
DTCs such that their subsequent migration is no longer robust.  Alternatively, 
early temperature fluctuations may lead to changes in gene expression that are 
subsequently buffered by mir-34 and mir-83 as the DTCs actively migrate during 
later larval stages.
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 In mammals, both mir-34 and mir-29 (the mammalian mir-83 homolog) have 
been implicated in cancer, and mir-29 has also been implicated in regulating 
fibrosis and cell-cell interactions (reviewed in [130,131]). Mammalian mir-34 
homologs are transcriptionally activated by p53 and mediate post-transcriptional 
regulatory processes downstream of p53 (reviewed in [130,135,136]). mir-34a 
overexpression has been shown to reduce lung cancer tumor cell proliferation 
and tumor volume [176]. Human cells contain four paralogs of mir-29/mir-83, 
namely mir-29a, mir-29b-1, mir-29b-2, and mir-29c (reviewed in [131]). 
Expression of the mir-29 miRNAs are regulated by both c-Myc and NF-κB, and 
have been shown to regulate genes involved in apoptosis, cell proliferation, 
differentiation, and extracellular matrix components (reviewed in [131]). The 
mir-29 miRNAs have been shown to be downregulated in a variety of cancers, 
including cervical, colon, liver, leukemia, lung, and melanoma [177-185]. They 
have also been shown to be up regulated in certain breast cancers. Human 
CDC42 was shown to be a direct target of the mir-29 miRNAs in work from the 
Kim lab [186]. Additionally, they showed that the suppression of CDC42 by mir-29 
lead to p53 up regulation and increased apoptosis. Taken together with the work 
in mammals showing that mir-34 reinforces p53 negative regulation, this 
suggests that the co-regulation of a genetic network by mir-34 and mir-83/mir-29 
is evolutionarily ancient and conserved. Furthermore, TargetScan [187-190] 
predicts conserved targeting of human ITGB1 (integrin beta-1), ITGA11 (integrin 
alpha-11), and ITGA6 (integrin alpha-6) by the mir-29 family and conserved 
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targeting for human ITGB8 (integrin beta-8) and ITGA10 (integrin alpha-10) by 
the mir-34 family.
 Here we show a link between mir-34, mir-83/mir-29, and integrin-controlled 
cell migration. Integrin and extracellular matrix misregulation is a key factor in 
epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) (reviewed in [191]). The implication of 
mir-34 and mir-83/mir-29 in various cancers may reflect a conserved involvement 
in metastasis through altered EMT that has yet to be explored. The wandering 
DTC defect in C. elegans mir-34 and mir-83/mir-29 mutants, which we have 
shown results from misregulation of pat-3 and cdc-42, may reflect a homologous 
miRNA-integrin axis in tumor formation, proliferation, and metastasis in higher 
animals, including humans.
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 To conclude Chapter II, we presented our model in which mir-34 and 
mir-83 are proposed to dampen noisy expression of cdc-42 and pat-3 in the face 
of temperature changes, such that DTC migration remains a robust process. This 
model raises a fair number of questions. We wondered if cdc-42 and pat-3 are 
the extent of mir-34 and mir-83’s DTC migration-related targets or if one or both 
of the miRNAs regulated additional targets whose derepression contribute to the 
migration defect. Additionally, antimorphic alg-1 alleles, a miRNA-specific 
argonaute, have been described as not only having migration defects, but as 
having defects with a higher penetrance than is seen in the mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutant [86]. We sought to understand the extent to which mir-34 
and mir-83 contribute to the migration defective phenotype in alg-1 antimorphic 
mutants as opposed to the other miRNAs implicated in DTC migration [85]. 
 Our previous work identified a temperature-sensitive period during the first 
larval stage. This period overlaps with the birth of the DTCs, but occurs before 
their migration is initiated. This observation can be rationalized by two different 
hypotheses. Firstly, that mir-34 and mir-83 target regulation is required during the 
two hour temperature-sensitive period to establish proper initial levels of cdc-42 
and pat-3 expression. Absence of mir-34 and mir-83 results in disruption of the 
initial expression of the integrin signaling network controlling pathfinding and 
presents as a defect during the active migration of the DTCs. The second 
hypothesis is that proper mir-34 and mir-83 expression is established during the 
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temperature-sensitive period, and that the miRNAs exert repressive regulation 
during active migration. We aimed to test if either of these hypotheses could 
explain the time delay observed between temperature-sensitivity and 
presentation of the migration defect. Additionally, we wanted to understand if 
temperature-sensitivity was specific to mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants or a 
more general feature of DTC migration mutants.
 Total fecundity is reduced in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants due to 
a reduction in the number of progeny produced upon mating to N2 males. 
Interestingly, we observed that this reduction in fecundity was independent of 
temperature, suggesting that mir-34 and mir-83 regulate fecundity through 
targets other than those involved in DTC migration. Therefore, we aimed to clarify 
if the fecundity defect was in fact separate from the migration defect and 
represented an additional regulatory role of the two miRNAs. 
 To build upon the results we presented in Chapter II, we screened for 
additional mir-34 and mir-83 targets. We identified one, peb-1, and sought to 
better understand its role in DTC migration and any potential connections to the 
previously identified targets. We also made use of RNAi target knockdown to 
investigate timing requirements for the suppression of the DTC migration defect. 
Specially we found that target knockdown is not strictly required during the 
temperature-sensitive window and instead exerts its suppressive activity as the 
DTCs are actively migrating. We confirmed that the fecundity defect is separate 
from the migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants as the 
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fecundity defect is not suppressed by genetically reducing cdc-42 or pat-3. 
Finally, we show that the temperature-sensitivity observed for the DTC migration 
phenotype does not seem to be an inherent property of DTC migration mutants. 
Although there may be other temperature-sensitive DTC migration mutants, we 
did not observe temperature-sensitivity in the two mutants we tested. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
 The following are methods not previously described in Chapter II.
 C. elegans strains: The following additional strains were used: AA6 
daf-12(rh84) X; JE0025 mwIs25 [ost-1::HA-β-tail, rol-6(su1006dm)] III, and 
JE0034 mwIs34 [ost-1::HA-β-tail, rol-6(su1006dm)] unmapped insertion site.
 RNAi Libraries: Both the Ahringer and Vidal C. elegans RNAi libraries 
[151,192] were used as sources of clones. The Ahringer library served as the 
primary source. If desired clones were not in the Ahringer library, the Vidal library 
was subsequently checked.
 RNA isolation: Total RNA was isolated from pellets of frozen whole 
animals using Trizol (Life Technologies) followed by acidic phenol-chloroform 
extractions.
 qRT-PCR: qRT-PCR reactions were performed in both technical triplicate 
and biological triplicate using the QuantiFast SYBR Green RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen). 
mRNA specific primers were designed to span exon-exon junctions in order to 
specifically measure mature mRNA levels. For transcripts predicted to be 
alternatively spliced, primers span exon-exon junctions predicted to be in all 
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splice variants. Actin was quantified using previously described primers [193] and 
used to normalize RNA input. Fold changes in expression were quantified using 
the “Relative Quantitation Method” provided by Applied Biosystems [194].
 Acridine orange staining: Acridine orange staining was performed as 
described in [195].
RESULTS
 Initial RNAi screen for potential targets: As first discussed in Chapter II, 
we began our investigation into mir-34 and mir-83 targets using an RNAi screen. 
Starting from the list of 55 genes predicted by mirWIP [81] to be targets of both 
mir-34 and mir-83 (shown in Table 2.1), we looked for genes known to be 
involved in miRNA function, larval development and morphogenesis, or cell 
migrations using the information available on WormBase [196]. Eleven genes, in 
addition to cdc-42 and pat-3, with RNAi clones readily available in the Ahringer 
Library [151] were tested. These included: ain-1 a known component of RISC 
[72]; atg-2 orthologous to proteins involved in autophagy in yeast and humans 
and expressed in the body wall muscle and gonad [197-199]; ceh-18 required for 
both the proper differentiation of the gonadal sheath cells and to prevent oocyte 
maturation and ovulation before sperm is present [200-202]; math-33 potentially 
involved in apoptosis [203]; peb-1 involved in proper pharynx and vulva 
development [204-207]; sax-3 involved in both muscle cell and axon migrations 
[208,209]; sem-5 involved in both muscle and vulva morphogenesis [210-213]; 
somi-1 unknown function however somi stands for “suppressor of overexpressed 
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miRNA” [214]; tag-59 (also named mrck-1) regulates embryonic development by 
regulating myosin [215-217]; unc-97 involved in the assembly of adherens 
junctions in muscle [218-220]; and unc-115 which binds actin filaments [221,222]. 
We reasoned that if any of the genes in question were in fact targets of mir-34 
and mir-83 their expression would be elevated in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants and that RNAi mediated lowering of expression would alleviate the 
mutant DTC migration phenotype. N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) eggs 
were raised to young adulthood on RNAi plates seeded with the stated RNAi 
clone. It is critical to note that this particular RNAi screen was performed before 
the temperature sensitive aspect of the migration defect was identified. 
Therefore, rather than being placed undisturbed in a 20℃ incubator, plates were 
left in the laboratory’s designated worm room. This room is kept at approximately 
20℃ however the temperature in this room is controlled by the building’s heating 
and cooling systems and therefore experiences variation. In this particular 
screen, when raised on empty vector control food, we observed that in N2, 12% 
of gonads arms scored were migration defective while in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutant worms 48% of gonad arms exhibited the migration 
defective phenotype (Figure 3.1). As noted, this percentage is higher than what 
we normally observe for worms raised at constant 20℃ however the enhanced 
penetrance is almost certainly the result of slight temperature variation 
experienced in the worm room. Of the 11 clones tested, only peb-1 showed 
significant repression of the migration defective phenotype in mir-83(n4638); 
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mir-34(gk437) mutants. When raised on peb-1 RNAi food, the migration defective 
phenotype is significantly reduced from 48% to 4% (p ≤ 0.005, 2-proportion z-
test), suggesting peb-1 overexpression in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants 
contributes to their mutant phenotype. However, peb-1 RNAi food does not 
enhance the penetrance in N2 worms (8% versus 12% on empty vector, not 
significant, 2-proportion z-test), indicating that knockdown of peb-1 is not 
sufficient for DTC migration defects as was the case for cdc-42 and pat-3. The 
results of further investigations into the role of peb-1 in DTC migration are 
present in subsequent sections. 
 RNAi screen for “stop” genes: We observed both gonad arm wandering 
and overextension as part of the DTC migration defect in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants. It has been previously shown that in order for DTCs to 
cease migration, vab-3 must downregulate ina-1 expression [47]. In the absence 
of vab-3, DTCs continue to migrate generating a cinnamon roll phenotype [52], 
where the DTC stays relatively close the the proper final position but continues to 
migrate in circles in the area. Although we did not observe the cinnamon roll 
phenotype in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants the fact that we did observe 
a failure to stop in the proper location made us question if perhaps the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) phenotype was a stop migration phenotype that 
simply was not as severe as a vab-3 mutant. For example, if the stop signal was 
delayed rather than completely absent we may expect overextension by the 
DTCs without a full cinnamon roll phenotype. We therefore searched the 
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literature for genes implicated in the cessation of DTC migration. Using three 
recent publication [51-53], we generated a list of genes involved in DTC 
migration cessation that we then compared to the mirWIP lists of mir-34 and 
mir-83 predicted targets (Table 3.1). None of the genes were predicted to be 
targets of both mir-34 and mir-83, however three genes were predicted to be 
mir-34 targets while one was predicted to be a mir-83 target. In addition to vab-3 
itself, both glp-1 and mig-2 are predicted mir-34 targets. glp-1 is the Notch family 
receptor for the lag-2 ligand. It has been shown to be required for both somatic 
and germline cell specification and for mitotic proliferation of germ cells (reviewed 
in [168]). mig-2 is a Rho GTPase known to be involved in neuronal and muscle 
cell migrations and expressed in the DTCs [24,25,41]. let-756 was the sole 
predicted mir-83 target. let-756 is essential for development; loss of functions 
mutants mostly arrest as L2s, with a small percentage making arresting as L3s or 
L4s [223,224]. 
 The Ahringer RNAi Library contains clones for knocking down glp-1, 
let-756, and vab-3. These clones were used to knockdown the gene of interest in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants and animals were examined for 
suppression of the migration defect. Hypochlorite treatment was used to isolate 
eggs, which were then hatched overnight in M9 to generate starved L1s. These 
L1s were raised on the RNAi food of interest and exposed to temperature cycling 
during the temperature-sensitive period established in Chapter II (16 hours at
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Table 3.1. List of genes involved in DTC migration cessation. 
Genes implicated in the cessation of DTC migration in the literature were 
compared to those predicted to be targets of either mir-34 or mir-83.
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20℃, 4 cycles of 15 minutes at 15℃ followed by 15 minutes at 25℃, 20℃ until 
scored as young adults). Knockdown of either let-756 or vab-3 did not suppress 
the migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants (Figure 3.2A). The 
defect was 63.6% penetrant in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants raised on 
empty vector control food versus 66.7% penetrant on let-756 RNAi food and 
73.3% penetrant on vab-3 RNAi food. As expected, knockdown of either gene 
caused migration defects in N2 animals (63.3% when raised on let-756 food and 
46.7% when raised on vab-3). We therefore ruled out let-756 and vab-3 as 
potential mir-34 and/or mir-83 targets for the DTC migration phenotype.
 The lack of germ cells in glp-1 knockdown worms makes it difficult to 
confidently determine the outline of the germline. Therefore to ease in scoring for 
glp-1 RNAi experiments, we used animals carrying the qIs56 transgene, a 
chromosomal insertion of GFP driven by the lag-2 promoter, which allows for 
accurate assessment of the final location of the DTCs. glp-1 knockdown also 
failed to suppress the migration defect (Figure 3.2B). mir-83(n4638); qIs56; 
mir-34(gk437) mutants raised on empty vector food had 66.7% migration 
defective gonad arms. This increased (although insignificantly, 2-proportion z-
test) to 70% when raised on glp-1 RNAi. Knockdown of glp-1 caused migration 
defects in qIs56 animals as expected, from 6.7% on empty vector to 73.3%. 
Therefore, similar to let-756 and vab-3, glp-1 was ruled out as a potential mir-34 
and/or mir-83 target involved in regulating DTC migration.  
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 The role of peb-1 in DTC migration: peb-1 mutants have morphological 
defects in their pharynx, vulva, and tails in addition to displaying molting defects 
[204,205]. The PEB-1 protein has been shown to be a transcription factor that 
has overlapping binding sites with PHA-4 in the C subelement enhancer that 
regulates myo-2 expression [204,206]. It is has been proposed that PEB-1 
functions as a negative regulator by binding the C subelement and blocking 
PHA-4 binding, such that PHA-4 can no longer activate myo-2 expression [206]. 
The results of our initial RNAi screen suggest that peb-1 is a target of mir-34 and 
mir-83 and implicate it in DTC migration, a previously unknown role. In our effort 
to understand how peb-1 may function in DTC migration, we first confirmed the 
results of the RNAi screen. Hypochlorite treatment was used to isolate eggs from 
N2, the mir-34(gk437) single mutant, the mir-83(n4638) single mutant, and the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant (Figure 3.3). Eggs were plated on 
both empty vector control and peb-1 RNAi food. Importantly, plates were left in 
the laboratory’s worm room, whose temperature fluctuates around 20℃. The 
migration defect was significantly suppressed in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants raised on peb-1 RNAi food, from 41% to 4% (p ≤ 0.005, 2-proportion z-
test). In agreement with the previous screen, we did not observe a change in 
penetrance in the N2 strain (4% on either food source). Phenotype penetrance 
decreased in both single mutants when raised on peb-1 RNAi food, from 29% to 
23% in mir-34(gk437) and from 23% to 16% in mir-83(n4638), however neither 
decrease was significant (p ≥ .05, 2-proportion z-test). The lack of significant
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suppression in the single mutants may reflect derepression of additional targets, 
such as cdc-42 and pat-3. peb-1 may not be appreciably overexpressed in either 
single mutant, in contrast to the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) double mutant, 
such that RNAi knockdown does not alleviate the DTC migration defect.
 As previously mentioned, peb-1 encodes a transcription factor whose 
comprehensive roles in development and morphogenesis are not yet understood. 
Although peb-1 has not previously been implicated in DTC migration, we 
hypothesized that in its known role as a transcription factor it could function 
upstream of cdc-42 and/or pat-3. Although there are numerous genes involved in 
DTC migration that peb-1 could regulate, we focused on cdc-42 and pat-3 as 
both were shown to be potential mir-34 and mir-83 targets (Chapter II). To begin 
this investigation, we examined cdc-42 and pat-3 mRNA levels in cycled N2 and 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant animals. Starved L1s were plated on both 
empty vector control and peb-1 RNAi food. Worms experienced temperature 
oscillations during the temperature-sensitive period (20℃ for 16 hours followed 
by 4 cycles of 15 minutes at 15℃ then 15 minutes at 25℃, 20℃ until collected). 
Animals were collected both immediately following the 2 hour cycling period, as 
L1s, and 41.5 hours after their initial plating, shortly after the molt into L4. Total 
RNA samples were used for qRT-PCR to quantify both cdc-42 and pat-3 mRNA 
levels (Figure 3.4). Both cdc-42 and pat-3 mRNA levels remain relatively 
unchanged in both N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant L1 animals,
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 when animals are raised on peb-1 RNAi food (Figure 3.4A). cdc-42 mRNA levels 
in N2s raised on peb-1 RNAi food are slightly decreased compared to N2s raised 
on control food, 0.81 fold change. pat-3 mRNA levels are slightly increased, 1.5 
fold change. In mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants, cdc-42 mRNAs levels are 
1.14 fold higher in animals raised on peb-1 RNAi food while pat-3 mRNA is 0.77 
fold lower. As all of these difference represent less than two fold changes, none 
are considered biologically significant.
 Although we observed larger changes in cdc-42 and pat-3 mRNA levels in 
L4s, the differences were not significant (Figure 3.4B, means compared using 2-
sample t-tests). When peb-1 is knocked down, cdc-42 mRNA is reduced 0.68 fold 
in N2s and elevated 6.25 fold in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants. pat-3 
mRNA is elevated 1.15 fold in N2s and 1.68 fold in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutant. Due to the the absence of consistent, significant changes in mRNA levels  
we do not believe that peb-1 is directly regulating either cdc-42 or pat-3. 
Suppression by RNAi data does indicate that peb-1 is involved in DTC migration 
and is potentially regulated by mir-34 and mir-83, however we do not yet 
understand how peb-1 fits into the gene networks regulating DTC migration.
 Time delay between the temperature-sensitive period and active DTC 
migration: The two hour temperature-sensitive period, during which temperature 
oscillations enhance the penetrance of the DTC migration defect in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants, occurs in late L1 from 8 to 6 hours prior to 
the L1 to L2 molt, before DTC migration starts [4,9]. We sought to gain a better 
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understanding of why temperature changes would affect a process occurring 
hours later. One hypothesis was that the initial gene network regulating phase 1 
and phase 3 DTC migration was created during the two hour period, and that 
regulation by mir-34 and mir-83 would be needed to properly set the levels of 
genes within or regulating this network. If this was the case, we would expect to 
see a difference in target expression levels following temperature oscillations in 
the absence of the miRNAs. Therefore, starved synchronized N2 and 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) L1 worms were plated and left at 20℃ for 18 hours 
or “cycled” (16 hours at 20℃ followed by 15 minutes at 15℃, 15 minutes at 25℃, 
repeat 4 times). Total RNA was prepared from late L1s and used for qRT-PCR to 
quantify cdc-42, pat-3, and peb-1 mRNA levels. Upon comparing normalized Cts, 
we do not observe a difference in mRNA levels for any of the three potential 
targets across genotypes or temperature schemes (Figure 3.5). Therefore, for the 
three mRNAs in question, we can discard the hypothesis that either temperature 
cycling or the absence of mir-34 and mir-83 causes changes in expression by the 
end of the temperature-sensitive period. Even so, there are numerous 
hypotheses regarding the effects of temperature cycling on both gene expression 
and the mutant DTC migration phenotype touched upon in discussion sections. 
 A second hypothesis for why the two hour sensitive period occurs prior to 
the start of DTC migration is that temperature oscillations could lead to a 
difference in target gene expression due to subsequent translational regulation. 
We therefore sought to use the suppression by RNAi phenomena to investigate 
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when elevated levels of cdc-42, pat-3, and peb-1 could lead to the migration 
defect. We were primarily interested to test if target knockdown was required
during the temperature sensitive period in order to see suppression, or if 
reduction in the potential targets after the identified temperature-sensitive period 
would have the same effect. To test this, isolated eggs from N2s and 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants were plated on control or target RNAi 
plates either as eggs or as late L1s. Late L1 samples first developed for 24.5 
hours on HB101-seeded plates, such that the animals were close to the L2 molt 
and past the temperature sensitive period. N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
animals were also raised with oscillating temperatures to maximize the 
penetrance of the migration defective phenotype; as we started from eggs rather 
than synchronized L1s, we oscillated temperature throughout development rather 
than strictly during the temperature-sensitive period. Significant suppression was 
seen when mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants were raised on cdc-42 (Figure 
3.6A) or peb-1 (Figure 3.6C) RNAi food from either eggs or late L1s (from 70% 
on empty vector to 37% on cdc-42 RNAi and 17% on peb-1 RNAi for eggs; from 
67% on empty vector to 40% on cdc-42 RNAi and 20% on peb-1 RNAi for late 
L1s, 2-proportion z-tests, p ≤ 0.05). These observations imply that neither cdc-42 
nor peb-1 need to be knocked down during the temperature sensitive window in 
order to cause suppression of the migration defect, as suppression was observed 
in both experimental conditions. Both N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 




Figure 3.6. Timing requirement for suppression by RNAi of potential targets.
Eggs were isolated using hypochlorite treatment and animals were raised to 
young adulthood with temperature oscillations throughout development (15 
minutes at 15℃, 15 minutes at 25℃, repeated until scoring). (A) Isolated eggs 
from N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) were plated on HB101-seeded plates, 
empty vector control (E.V.), or cdc-42 RNAi plates. After 24.5 hours, the L1s on 
the HB101-seeded plates were moved to either E.V. or cdc-42 RNAi plates. 
Animals initially put on RNAi plates are designated as “Eggs” while those 
subsequently moved as “L1s” to reflect the developmental stage at which RNAi 
food was introduced. (B) Same conditions as (A) but using pat-3 RNAi. Both 
eggs and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants placed on pat-3 RNAi as eggs 
failed to develop to adulthood. (C) Same conditions as (A) but using peb-1 RNAi. 
(D) Isolated eggs from N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) were plated on 
either control or peb-1 RNAi plates. A portion of the worms initially plated on 
control RNAi plates were moved to peb-1 RNAi plates after either 33.5 hours, 
(“Switched at L2/L3”) or 43 hours (“Switched at L3/L4”). Not significant (n.s.) p-
value > 0.05, * 0.01 < p-value ≤ 0.05, ** 0.005 < p-value ≤ 0.01, *** p-value ≤ 
0.005.
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we could only analyze animals that had been moved to pat-3 RNAi food as late 
L1s (Figure 3.6B). We did not observe a significant decrease in phenotype 
penetrance (from 67% on empty vector to 43% on pat-3 RNAi food, 2-proportion 
z-test, p > 0.05) implying that in order to suppress the migration defect, pat-3 
needs to be targeted by RNAi before late in the first larval stage, possibly during 
the temperature sensitive window. Alternatively, pat-3 RNAi is rather potent and 
causes most animals to arrest as L2s or L3s, or die. Therefore, for pat-3 RNAi 
experiments it is necessary to score escapers who make it to adulthood. The fact 
that these worms escape larval arrest and death implies that pat-3 is still well 
expressed. As a result, lack of suppression in scored animals may reflect a lack 
of pat-3 knockdown rather than a requirement for pat-3 knockdown during the 
temperature sensitive period. 
 As we had consistently observed the strongest suppression of the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) DTC migration defect with peb-1 RNAi, we chose 
this clone to further explore timing requirements for suppression of the migration 
defect by RNAi knockdown. Suppression of the migration defect still occurred 
when knockdown did not begin until late L1. We therefore sought to determine 
when, approximately, potential target knockdown was required in order to still 
suppress the migration defect. Similar to previous experiments, we isolated eggs 
from N2s and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants and raised them to 
adulthood with oscillating temperatures. Animals were initially plated on empty 
vector control plates or peb-1 RNAi plates. A portion of the animals on control 
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food were later moved to peb-1 RNAi food at either the L2 to L3 molt (after 33.5 
hours) or the L3 to L4 molt (after 43 hours). Animals were then scored for the 
migration defect (Figure 3.6D). We observed significant suppression of the 
migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants moved to peb-1 RNAi 
food at the L2/L3 molt but not in those moved at the L3/L4 molt (53% on E.V., 
10% on peb-1 RNAi, 17% moved to peb-1 RNAi at the L2/L3 molt, and 47% 
moved at L3/L4, 2-proportion z-tests, significant if p ≤ 0.05). This suggests that 
for peb-1, elevated target expression is not affecting DTC migration until the L3 
larval stage. DTCs begin migrating in the second larval stage but complete most 
of the migratory path during the third and fourth larval stages. Therefore, we 
conclude that it is the elevated mir-34 and mir-83 target expression during the 
active migration of the DTCs that leads to observed migration defects. It is still 
unclear how temperature changes during a two-hour period during the L1 stage 
can exert effects hours later. 
 Investigating the fecundity defect: In Chapter II we showed that 
maintaining either cdc-42 or pat-3 as a balanced heterozygote partially 
suppressed the migration defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) worms (Figure 
2.14A and C). Additionally we showed that mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants 
have a fecundity defect in which they produced fewer cross progeny when mated 
to male N2s than did hermaphrodite N2s when mated in the same manner 
(Figure 2.16). This decreased fecundity was observed regardless of the 
temperature scheme the worms were raised in. We therefore hypothesized that it 
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was a separate phenomenon from that resulting in the DTC migration phenotype. 
To examine this hypothesis, we tested if the fecundity defect could be 
suppressed in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants where either cdc-42 or 
pat-3 is present in single copy. Mating assays were performed as previously 
described, where one aged, no longer self-fertile hermaphrodite was mated to 
four young adult N2 males. Worms were allowed to mate for three days before 
males were removed. Mated hermaphrodites were monitored for cross progeny 
production until their death. As we previously showed the mating defect to be 
independent of temperature scheme, the assay was performed with only worms 
raised at 20℃. Aged N2 hermaphrodites remain fertile even after exhausting their 
supply of self-made sperm and produced 464.0 +/- 160.7 cross progeny (Figure 
3.7). Although this number is decreased in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants 
to 397.2 +/- 169.6, it was not statistically significant as had been previously seen 
(Figure 2.16B). Both cdc-42(gk388)/mIn1; mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) and 
pat-3(st564)/qC1; mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants produce a reduced 
number of cross progeny, 287.6 +/- 127.8 and 290.4 +/- 108.9 respectively. 
Neither of these strains was statistically different from mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437), although both were significantly reduced when compared to N2 
(unpaired t-tests, p ≤ 0.05). This suggests that while reduced cdc-42 or pat-3 
levels can suppress the DTC migration defect, the fecundity defect is in fact a 
separate phenomenon and the result of additional mir-34 and mir-83 target 
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depression in the mutants. A future investigation could focus on identifying the 
targets and genes networks that link mir-34 and mir-83 to fecundity.
 One possible explanation for the decrease in fecundity in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants is an increase in germline apoptosis, reducing germ cell 
number. Germline apoptosis is a normal phenomenon seen in wild type worms, 
thought to eliminate nuclei which function as nurse cells in the germline 
syncytium [225]. To test this, we quantified apoptosis in the germline by staining 
apoptotic nuclei with acridine orange (AO) [225]. Synchronized L1s were 
reintroduced to food and either grown at 20℃ or cycled (16 hours at 20℃ 
followed by four cycles of 15 minutes at  15℃, then 15 minutes at 25℃, back to 
20℃ until adulthood). Day one adults were stained 20 hours following the molt 
from L4 to adulthood, before they have reached peak self fertility. As young 
adults, N2 worms raised at 20℃ had an average of 3.56 +/- 1.61 apoptotic nuclei 
in their germline (Figure 3.8). N2s raised with temperature oscillations during the 
temperature-sensitive period had an average of 3.36 +/- 1.66 apoptotic nuclei. In 
the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant we observed 4.08 +/- 1.41 and 3.16 +/- 
1.49 apoptotic nuclei in worms raised raised at 20℃ and cycled, respectively. 
Using unpaired t-tests to compare the various averages, we found that the only 
statistically significant difference in apoptosis was between mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants raised with and without cycling (p ≤ 0.05). Although 
statistically different, these results reflect a difference of one apoptotic nuclei, 
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therefore we do not necessarily consider it a biologically relevant difference. 
Additionally, because we did not find germline apoptosis to be increased in the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant relative to N2, the fecundity defect must be 
due to something other than apoptosis.
 In order to further investigate this claim, we used AO staining to quantify 
apoptotic nuclei in aging hermaphrodites. To do this, eggs were isolated and left 
at 20℃. Three days post plating, worms reached day one adulthood. Therefore, 
worms were stained and scored on subsequent days of adulthood. On day two of 
adulthood we observed 3.52 +/- 1.83 apoptotic nuclei in N2s and 3.84 +/- 2.06 in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants (Figure 3.9A). On day three of adulthood 
we observed 2.44 +/- 1.50 apoptotic nuclei in N2s and 2.2 +/- 2.04 in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants (Figure 3.9B). Finally on day four of 
adulthood we observed 0.36 +/- 0.81 apoptotic nuclei in N2s and 0.32 +/- 0.56 in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants (Figure 3.9C). To confirm that the low 
number of apoptotic nuclei observed in day four adults was a lack of apoptotic 
nuclei rather than a failure to stain, the 45 minute post-staining step was 
eliminated. Normally this step allows for consumed but not incorporated AO to 
pass through the worm’s intestine. Therefore, our day four results were obtained 
from worms with AO still in their intestine, such that we are confident the worms 
consumed the reagent. On days two, three, and four of adulthood the difference 
between the number of apoptotic nuclei in N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 




supporting the idea that the fecundity defect observed in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants is not due to an increase in germline apoptosis.
 Suppressing the migration defect in an alg-1 antimorphic allele: Two 
different antimorphic alleles of alg-1 have been previously described to have 
DTC migration defects [86]. Although multiple miRNAs have been implicated in 
DTC migration [85], we sought to determine the extent to which mir-34 and 
mir-83 contribute to the migration defect in an alg-1 antimorph by quantify the 
suppression in the alg-1 antimorph when potential mir-34 and mir-83 targets were 
knocked down. To do this, the lin-31(n1053); maIs105; alg-1(ma202) strain 
described in [86] was used as the inclusion of the lin-31(n1053) mutation 
suppresses lethality of the alg-1(ma202) allele. We first looked for suppression of 
the DTC migration phenotype in worms raised at 20℃. L4/young adult 
lin-31(n1053); maIs105; alg-1(ma202) worms were plated on either empty vector 
control food or cdc-42, pat-3, or peb-1 RNAi food, and progeny were scored as 
young adults for DTC migration (Figure 3.10A). We observed that 87% of 
lin-31(n1053); maIs105; alg-1(ma202) worms exhibited a migration defective 
phenotype. This was significantly reduced on all three RNAi foods: to 37% on 
cdc-42 RNAi, to 50% on pat-3 RNAi, and to 43% on peb-1 RNAi (2-proportion z-
test, p ≤ 0.005). Next, the effect of knocking down all three potential targets at 
once was investigated. Isolated eggs were raised on either empty vector control 
food, single clone RNAi food diluted three fold with empty vector, or an equal mix 
of all three RNAi clones. Worms spent 2 hours at 15℃ followed by 2 hours at 
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25℃, repeated until they were scored as young adults (Figure 3.10B). The 
migration defect was significantly suppressed is all cases of target knockdown: to 
38% on diluted cdc-42 RNAi food, to 38% on diluted pat-3 RNAi food, to 50% on 
diluted peb-1 RNAi food, and to 28% on a mix of all three (2-proportion z-test, p ≤ 
0.005). The lack of complete suppression when worms are raised on a mix of 
cdc-42, pat-3, and peb-1 RNAi food may reflect that miRNAs other than mir-34 
and mir-83 are known to regulate DTC migration [85] or that there are additional 
targets regulated by mir-34 and mir-83. Potentially it is a combination of these 
two ideas. Importantly, we still observe suppression of the DTC migration defect 
when the three genes were knocked down in the alg-1 antimorph, further support 
that they are in fact targets of mir-34 and mir-83. 
 Investigating other mig mutants: One major question raised by the 
investigation presented in Chapter II was if temperature-sensitivity is a general 
feature of DTC migration defective mutants or if mir-34 and mir-83 are specifically 
protecting a gene network or networks from temperature changes.  We first 
tested strains JE0025 and JE0034, both genomic-insertions of ost-1::HA-β-tail, 
which overexpress the tail portion of pat-3, thereby inhibiting functional integrin 
activity [19]. We raised eggs isolated from these strains at both 20℃ and with 
temperature cycling, specifically 15 minutes at 15℃ followed by 15 minutes at 
25℃, repeated until adulthood (Figure 3.11). Both strains displayed a high 
penetrance of DTC migration defects (83% in JE0025 and 67% in JE0034) that 
were not significantly enhanced when raised under oscillating temperature 
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conditions (83% in both JE0025 and JE0034, 2-proportion z-test, p > 0.05). The 
lack of enhancement when raised in oscillating temperatures may be due to the 
presence of mir-34 and mir-83. If these two miRNAs are in fact required to buffer 
development from temperature changes then enhancement would be expected 
only if they are deleted. Therefore, this result refutes the alternative hypothesis 
that DTC migration mutants are more broadly sensitive to temperature changes.
 We also tested the daf-12(rh84) allele for enhancement of its DTC 
migration defect by temperature oscillations. The rh84 allele was first described 
as an allele of mig-7 in which DTCs fail to turn dorsally and continue to migrate 
into the head and tail while remaining ventral [4]. It was later discovered that 
mig-7 is daf-12, a gene known to be involved in developmental timing and dauer 
formation [226]. daf-12’s role in developmental timing has made it particularly 
interesting to members of our lab. The daf-12(rh84) migration defect has 
previously been described as 34% to 66% of the population appearing wild type 
and the remaining portion of the population migration defective [227], and more 
thoroughly as 33% wild type, 41% with an anterior DTC that fails to turn, 6% with 
a posterior DTC that fails to turn, and 20% with both DTCs failing to turn dorsally 
[226]. In our hands, in addition to observing DTCs that fail to turn dorsally and 
remain ventral, we also observed DTCs that failed to make proper 90 degree 
turns but that eventually wandered in a dorsal direction rather than remaining 
strictly ventral (referred to as “no turns, wander”). In addition, we observed 
worms where the first, dorsal-directed, turn was executed properly however at 
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the second turn, DTCs turned away from the mid-body and migrated towards 
either the head (anterior DTC) or the tail (posterior DTC). Finally, we observed 
DTCs that executed both turns properly but stopped migrating before reaching 
the mid-body. These worms were producing eggs, thereby confirming adulthood 
was reached and that the gonad arm migration represented an early stop rather 
than a developmentally delayed animal. Using these observed categories, we 
scored the anterior and posterior gonad arm in 30 worms raised at either 20℃ or 
cycled between 15℃ and 25℃ every two hours (Figure 3.12). At 20℃, 26 
anterior DTCs never turn and remain ventral while 4 have a defective second 
turn. For the posterior arm, 23 out of 30 never turn and stay ventral while 2 
appear normal, 4 have a defective second turn, and 1 stopped early. We 
compared the penetrance of each of the five categories in anterior and posterior 
arms and found no significant differences (2-proportion z-tests). Interestingly, 
when cycled, we observe a different distribution amongst the five categories of 
migration phenotypes. Specifically for anterior arms: 14 DTCs never turned and 
stayed ventral, 4 never turned but wandered, 9 made a defective second turn, 
and 3 stopped early. For posterior arms: 3 appear normal, 11 DTCs never turned 
and stayed ventral, 5 never turned but wandered, 2 made a defective second 
turn, and 9 stopped early. There was a significant difference between the number 
that made a defective second turn (p = 0.02, 2-proportion z-test) and the number 
that stopped early ( p = 0.05, 2-proportion z-test) in anterior and posterior arms. 
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Additionally, when comparing data for both anterior and posterior arms in worms 
raised at 20℃ versus cycled, there were significant differences in the number of 
DTCs that never turned but remained ventral (49 at 20℃, 25 when cycled, p = 7 
x 10-6, 2-proportion z-test), DTCs that never turned but wandered (0 at 20℃, 9 
when cycled, p = 0.002, 2-proportion z-test), and DTCs that stopped early (1 at 
20℃, 12 when cycled, p = 0.001, 2-proportion z-test). There was no difference in 
the classification of normal versus migration defective at 20℃ versus cycled 
suggesting that although oscillating temperatures may affect the distribution in 
the class of migration defective phenotypes observed in daf-12(rh84) mutants 
these oscillations do not affect the overall migration defective phenotype. 
 Investigating DTC migration gene networks: In order to further 
understand the role of mir-34 and mir-83 in DTC migration we sought to identify 
the gene networks in which mir-34 and mir-83 reside. When our initial efforts 
uncovered cdc-42, pat-3, and peb-1 as possible targets, we hypothesized that 
these genes’ genetic interactors, although not predicted to be targeted by mir-34 
and mir-83, may also have an effect on the penetrance of the migration defect in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants. As such, we postulated that the loss of 
mir-34 and mir-83 may disrupt proper signaling levels in the genetic network 
controlling Phase 1 and Phase 3 gonad migration and that this disruption could 
be alleviated by knocking down other components within the network.
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 We therefore decided to test potential interactors for genetic suppression 
of the migration defect. We focused on genes known to be involved in gonad 
migration for which RNAi clones were readily available (Table 3.2), namely ced-5, 
ced-10, ced-12, ina-1, kel-1, mig-15, mig-17, nck-1, and unc-73. Importantly, this 
screen served as an initial investigation and is by no means comprehensive. 
ced-5, ced-12, and unc-73 regulate the activity of ced-10, a rac GTPase that 
controls rearrangement of the cytoskeleton for both cell engulfment and DTC 
migration [26, 29-32]. ina-1 is one of two α-integrins in C. elegans. It dimerizes 
with pat-3 β-integrin and is required for DTC movement [17,18]. mig-15 and 
nck-1 interact in order to regulate pat-3 activity [49]. mig-17 is a metalloprotease 
expressed during both Phase 2 and Phase 3 of DTC migration [12]. Finally kel-1, 
although not previously implicated in DTC migration, is known to regulate actin 
organization in the pharynx and was previously shown to genetically interact with 
peb-1 [205]. Of the nine RNAi clones investigates, significant suppression of the 
migration defect was observed when mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants were 
raised on ced-10, ced-12, ina-1, or unc-73 RNAi food (Figure 3.13, 2-proportion 
z-tests). These results suggest that either downregulation of pat-3’s dimerization 
partner or the downsteam GTPase signaling controlling DTC pathfinding can 
restore normal function to the genetic network when disrupted by predicted 
cdc-42 and pat-3 overexpression.
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GENE NAME SEQUENCE LIBRARY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ced-5 C02F4.1 Ahringer Human DOCK180 homolog
ced-10 C09G12.8 Vidal GTPase orthologous to Human RAC1
ced-12 Y106G6E.5 Vidal Human ELMO ortholog
ina-1 F54G8.3 Ahringer alpha integrin
kel-1 C47D12.7 Ahringer Orthologous to Drosophila Kelch
mig-15 ZC504.4 Ahringer Orthologous to vertebrate Nck-interacting kinase
mig-17 F57B7.4 Ahringer Secreted metalloprotease
nck-1 ZK470.5 Ahringer Orthologous to human NCK
unc-73 F55C7.7 Ahringer Guanine nucleotide exchange factor
Table 3.2. RNAi clones tested in Figure 3.13.
The Ahringer library served as the primary source of RNAi clones, followed by 
the Vidal library. Included is a brief description for the function of each gene, 




 In the experiments presented in this chapter, we have shown that peb-1 is 
a third potential target of mir-34 and mir-83 through which these miRNAs regulate 
DTC migration. Although a known transcription factor, peb-1 does not seem to 
regulate transcription of cdc-42 or pat-3, suggesting it regulates other genes 
within the genetic network controlling DTC pathfinding. Chromatin 
immunoprecipitation and in-depth mapping of PEB-1 binding could be used to 
shed light on the connection between transcription regulation by PEB-1 and the 
genes involved in DTC migration.
 We have also found that the mRNAs levels of the three potential target 
genes remain unchanged at the end of the two hour temperature-sensitive 
period, when comparing N2s and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants raised in 
either constant or oscillating temperatures. The absence of change in mRNAs 
levels during this time period may be due to tissue specific changes. Consistent 
with this possibility, tissue specific rescue experiments presented in Chapter II 
strongly suggest that mir-34 and mir-83 function within the DTCs to regulate 
pathfinding. Changes in gene expression within these two cells could be easily 
masked by expression level in whole animals. Additionally, although mRNA levels  
remain unchanged, mir-34 and mir-83 may strictly regulate translational output. 
As explained in Chapter II, we attempted to investigate this idea using 
fluorescent reporters for cdc-42 and pat-3, but were unsuccessful for the reasons  
discussed previously. Finally, mRNA levels were measured at the end of the 
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temperature-sensitive period late in the first larval stage. It is possible that 
differences in mRNAs levels could be detected in later larval stages, particularly 
during the second or fourth larval stages when the DTCs are in phase 1 and 3 of 
migration, respectively. 
 Suppression of the DTC migration defect by RNAi knockdown 
experiments suggest that cdc-42 and peb-1 function in later phases of migration 
as the RNAi suppression is still effective after the temperature-sensitive period. 
For cdc-42, we found that knocking down cdc-42 expression during the 
temperature-sensitive period is not required for significant suppression of the 
DTC migration defect, and that initiating knockdown via RNAi after the 
temperature-sensitive period is sufficient for suppression of the defect in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants. Knockdown of peb-1 beginning at the L2 
to L3 molt is also sufficient for suppression of migration defect in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutants, suggesting that regulation of peb-1 by mir-34 and mir-83 
is required for proper phase 3 pathfinding but not phase 1. In contrast, for pat-3, 
overexpression during the two hour temperature-sensitive period leads to 
migration defects which cannot be suppressed by RNAi knockdown after the 
temperature-sensitive period. The identified differences in timing requirements 
may reflect a need for integrin expression to be tightly controlled during the 
temperature-sensitive period before the DTCs start their migration. Such tight 
control may be required for establishing a proper baseline level of integrin 
expression that will continue to affect DTCs throughout migration. Additional 
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genes regulating phases 1 and 3 of migration may better tolerate fluctuations in 
their expression levels and only require regulation as the DTCs actively migrate 
rather than prior to the start of migration. Further exploration is needed to 
determine if peb-1 is strictly required during phase 3 migration or if it is also 
involved in earlier phases. 
 Examination of fecundity revealed that mir-34 and mir-83 regulate 
fecundity through targets other than cdc-42 or pat-3, thereby confirming the 
hypothesis presented in Chapter II than the fecundity defects are separate from 
the DTC migration defects. DTCs are known to regulate proliferation in the 
germline [168], therefore the fecundity defect observed in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutant animals suggests that mir-34 and mir-83 function in both 
regulating DTC migration and signaling to the germline. Further study is needed 
to identify targets of mir-34 and mir-83 that participate in DTC to germline 
signaling, and to understand their roles in the regulation of germ cell proliferation.
 We have also shown that simultaneous knockdown of cdc-42, pat-3, and 
peb-1 does not fully suppress the DTC migration defects in an alg-1 antimorphic 
allele. This result may simply represent a limit of effective knockdown by RNAi. 
Possibly, it reflects the presence of additional targets of mir-34 and mir-83 or 
additional miRNAs involved in DTC migration. As discussed in Chapter II, six 
additional miRNAs have been shown to be involved in proper DTC migration [85]. 
These miRNAs are potentially misexpressed in the alg-1 antimorph contributing 
to the mutant’s migration defective phenotype.  The suppression of that 
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phenotype observed when raising the alg-1 antimorph on a mix of cdc-42, pat-3, 
and peb-1 RNAi food strengthens the argument that these three genes are 
targets of mir-34 and mir-83 while also arguing for the involvement of other 
miRNAs and targets. 
 Finally, our limited investigations into other migration defective mutants 
suggests that phenotype enhancement by temperature oscillations is not a 
universal feature of mig mutants. Rather, it may represent a particularly potent 
stress for compromised DTCs. We examined strains in which pat-3 activity is 
reduced as well as the daf-12(rh84) mutant. In doing so, an overall change in the 
penetrance of defective DTC migration in these mutants was not observed. 
However, we did observe a change in the proportions among classes of 
migration defects observed in daf-12(rh84) mutants (Figure 3.12). Specifically, we 
observed a decrease in the number of animals displaying the classically 
described phenotype, DTCs that never turn and stay ventral [4,226,227]. Instead, 
we observed DTCs that still failed to make distinct turns but that would wander 
dorsally and DTCs that complete each turn but stopped their migration early. 
These findings suggests that the genetic networks controlling DTC migrations are 
inherently temperature-sensitive and actively protect against temperature-
induced stress. In N2 animals, genetic networks are properly buffered and DTCs 
complete their migration without fault. In some mutants, the genetic networks 
have been compromised making these mutants sensitive to changing 
temperature. Further study is required to understand which migration mutants 
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exhibit penetrant temperature-sensitive phenotypes and if these represents 
specific pathways within the genetic network or a particular subclass of genes. 
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CHAPTER IV
Investigating the effects of oscillating temperature on Caenorhabditis elegans
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INTRODUCTION
 Recent work has pointed to the significant role of miRNAs in biological 
robustness. For example, miRNAs have been shown to generate precision in 
gene expression by repressing leaky transcription and transcriptional noise 
[97,100]. They have also been shown to participate in regulatory loops and 
genetic switches [98,102]. Additionally, miRNAs have been implicated in stress 
responses, through their ability to maintain proper expression levels upon 
external or internal stress [97,98,100]. 
 Although temperature change is not considered a classic stress, it does 
represent a condition animals would need to appropriately respond to. In C. 
elegans, it has been well established that developmental timing is affected by 
ambient temperature. Animals raised at 25℃ reach adulthood 17 hours faster 
than those raised at 20℃, and 36 hours faster than worms raised at 16℃ [169]. 
Presumably, there are pathways to control this link between developmental 
timing and environmental temperature beyond simply temperature effects on 
enzyme kinetics, and to synchronize developmental rate across tissues. A wild 
type worm may be well equipped to deal with rapid temperature changes, while a 
particular mutant may have difficulties maintaining robust development and 
exhibit these difficulties as developmental phenotypes. We therefore sought to 
understand how C. elegans sense temperature changes and what changes in 
gene expression occurred in response. We also investigated if temperature 
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changes could have either a global effect on miRNAs production, or lead to 
specific changes in a subset of miRNAs. 
 Our results presented in this Chapter are the beginning steps to answering 
such questions. As we began to understand the DTC migration defect in 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants many of the initial hypotheses tested here 
were refined or expanded upon. Although we did not identify clear pathways 
involved in the sensation or response to oscillating temperature, we did rule out 
involvement of the heat shock response. Additionally, we did not see evidence for 
either a global change in miRNA production or change in a subset of specific 
miRNAs involved in a stress response pathway. Although at this time we cannot 
state the physiological effects of temperature change on C. elegans, the work 
presented here and in earlier chapters serves as a useful starting point for 
subsequent studies into the effect.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
 The following are methods not previously described in Chapters II and III. 
 C. elegans strains: The following strains were used in addition to those 
previously described: OH161 ttx-3(ot22) X, and VT2883 mir-83(n4638) IV; 
mir-34(gk437) ttx-3(ot22) X.
 Microarrays: Total RNA was isolated from young adult N2 worms as 
described in Chapter III. cDNA-derived biotin-labeled RNA was made using the 
Enzo Single-Round RNA Amplification and Biotin Labeling System, and purified 
using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Affymetrix Gene Chip C. elegans Genome 
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Arrays were used to measure RNA levels, performed by the UMass Genomics 
Core Facility. GeneSifter was used to analyze results.
 Deep Sequencing: Deep sequencing of miRNAs from total RNA was 
performed using two different methods, as specified in the results. For low 
quantity samples from L1s, 2 µg total RNA input was used along with the method 
described in [228] and sequenced on the Ion Torrent Proton platform. For larger 
quantity samples from adults, 30 - 50 µg total RNA was used along with a 
protocol provided by the laboratory of Craig Mello ([229,230] and personal 
communications) and sequenced on the Illumina platform. Reads per million 
(RPM) were calculated by normalizing to total reads for miRNAs and star strands 
(miRNAs*). Data analysis identified miRNAs or miRNAs* whose RPM changed 
by two fold or more and which had an RPM of 5 or more in at least one of the two 
samples compared. Significance was calculated by PRISM, which performed t-
tests using the Holm-Sidak method and did not assume consistent standard 
deviations between conditions.
 Firefly miRNA Assays: miRNAs were quantified using Firefly assays as 
described in [86,108] but using 3 µg total RNA as input. Individual counts were 
normalized to U18 counts before using biological replicates to compute average 
count number and comparing between samples. Data analysis identified miRNAs 
and miRNAs* that had at least five counts and changed by two fold or more.
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RESULTS
 mRNAs in oscillated versus constant temperature N2 animals: Upon 
identifying that the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) migration defect is sensitive to 
oscillating temperature, we began to think about what the specific effects of 
temperature oscillations may be. It is well known that the rate of larval 
development in C. elegans is related to temperature, where animals develop 
faster at higher temperatures [169]. However there is no preexisting literature 
discussing the effects of changing temperatures on animal development. Our first 
step was to perform microarrays to look for changes in mRNA levels in N2 
worms. Animals were raised from eggs to young adults at either 20℃ or with 
oscillating temperatures (16 hours at 25℃, 8 hours at 15℃, repeat one additional 
cycle, 16 hours at 25℃, 6 hours at 15℃). For replicates raised in oscillating 
temperatures, we collected animals shortly after the start of egg-laying to confirm 
young adulthood. GeneSifter was used to analyze raw microarray data. We 
found that a total of 232 transcripts significantly changed (p >0.05) by two fold or 
more (Table 4.1) when comparing N2s raised in oscillating temperatures to N2s 
raised at 20℃. Of these 232 transcripts, 166 were elevated in N2s raised in 
oscillated temperatures compared to N2s raised at 20℃ while 66 were 
decreased (Figure 4.1). Using WormBase, we investigated the published 
functions and available transgenes for the subset of genes whose expression 
changed by three fold or more (37 genes up in oscillated temperature samples, 
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T24B8.5 7.9936 0.2797 12.2223 0.1134 18.75 Up 0.0002
clec-68 6.7060 0.4107 10.0288 0.1767 10.01 Up 0.0018
C08E3.1 6.3922 0.1122 9.2977 0.5140 7.49 Up 0.0053
clec-67 7.6535 0.0875 10.5108 0.0754 7.25 Up 0.0000
M60.2 8.3503 0.5769 11.1217 0.1171 6.83 Up 0.0093
F15E11.12 7.6197 0.1818 10.2764 0.2061 6.31 Up 0.0006
dod-3 8.1322 0.0839 10.7084 0.2247 5.96 Up 0.0004
M60.2 7.5052 0.6650 10.0670 0.4168 5.90 Up 0.0310
col-165 8.0959 0.5937 10.5119 0.2828 5.34 Up 0.0213
oac-6 5.2334 0.1261 7.5975 0.0859 5.15 Up 0.0001
cut-3 7.2851 0.3956 9.6173 0.2414 5.04 Up 0.0073
amt-1 5.5217 0.1167 7.7820 0.1342 4.79 Up 0.0002
C08E3.13 7.2604 0.1421 9.4918 0.4231 4.70 Up 0.0075
ugt-63 9.4433 0.2555 7.2332 0.0560 4.63 Down 0.0011
nas-20 9.4658 0.3549 7.3412 0.2236 4.36 Down 0.0072
cyp-13A11 8.6065 0.1695 6.5104 0.0805 4.28 Down 0.0004
cyp-35C1 9.8262 0.2437 7.7296 0.2504 4.28 Down 0.0039
lipase 6.2836 0.1628 8.3750 0.3388 4.26 Up 0.0051
col-139 11.1567 0.4777 9.0748 0.2831 4.23 Down 0.0200
T19D12.4 7.5835 0.2968 9.6252 0.1986 4.12 Up 0.0046
F07H5.9 8.6213 0.4610 6.6037 0.1747 4.05 Down 0.0149
col-74 7.0574 0.3302 9.0673 0.2577 4.03 Up 0.0087
lys-7 9.9818 0.3302 11.9386 0.1273 3.88 Up 0.0052
clec-41 7.7829 0.6235 9.7206 0.2227 3.83 Up 0.0429
T05H10.3 8.4012 0.2404 10.3224 0.4745 3.79 Up 0.0225
H11L12.1 9.4755 0.2832 11.3903 0.1375 3.77 Up 0.0037
C09B8.4 8.8198 0.0803 6.9232 0.0105 3.72 Down 0.0000
fat-7 10.8025 0.2133 8.9223 0.0265 3.68 Down 0.0009
cnc-2 6.5167 0.1377 8.3804 0.1456 3.64 Up 0.0007
W01F3.2 7.4778 0.4297 9.3171 0.1402 3.58 Up 0.0152
acdh-2 8.6861 0.5982 6.8553 0.2593 3.56 Down 0.0484
R10D12.9 7.5319 0.2713 9.3414 0.2432 3.51 Up 0.0077
clec-57 7.6616 0.5395 5.8757 0.1938 3.45 Down 0.0357
ugt-53 8.8040 0.3901 7.0235 0.1517 3.44 Down 0.0131
col-129 12.2650 0.2144 10.4891 0.0902 3.42 Down 0.0016
F15E11.15 8.9619 0.0889 10.7071 0.0574 3.35 Up 0.0001
F58B4.5 9.4933 0.4549 7.7549 0.1937 3.34 Down 0.0245
K08D8.5 6.5798 0.4039 8.3112 0.1709 3.32 Up 0.0169
K04H4.2 7.7818 0.3325 9.5105 0.2126 3.31 Up 0.0119
F44G3.10 5.2752 0.1824 6.9958 0.2647 3.30 Up 0.0059
T19B10.2 9.0730 0.5715 10.7906 0.1665 3.29 Up 0.0448
F45D3.4 9.3577 0.2219 11.0563 0.2137 3.25 Up 0.0053
W03F11.1 9.7855 0.2513 11.4760 0.1514 3.23 Up 0.0045
Y37A1B.7 5.8240 0.1224 7.5148 0.4513 3.23 Up 0.0224
Y41D4B.16 7.2393 0.3502 8.9286 0.0130 3.22 Up 0.0085
F15B9.8 7.1650 0.1981 8.8460 0.3767 3.21 Up 0.0168
Table 4.1
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phat-5 7.7288 0.2302 9.3582 0.1758 3.09 Up 0.0049
dpy-14 9.6913 0.3614 11.2967 0.0626 3.04 Up 0.0119
T28H10.3 9.2036 0.0575 10.7918 0.1680 3.01 Up 0.0009
Y54G2A.21 7.2699 0.4571 8.8614 0.1926 3.01 Up 0.0326
D2096.1 9.3247 0.2119 10 9029 0.2144 2.99 Up 0.0064
abf-2 6.0473 0.1461 7.6061 0.3170 2.95 Up 0.0111
hn-1 10.1346 0.2140 11.6609 0.1158 2.88 Up 0.0033
ugt-41 6.6599 0.2727 5.1390 0.1946 2.87 Down 0.0105
acdh-2 8.9208 0.2262 7.4073 0.1627 2.85 Down 0.0056
spp-8 9.2334 0.4081 10.7375 0.2036 2.84 Up 0.0300
cyp-35C1 7.6279 0.2740 6.1284 0.1036 2.83 Down 0.0069
cpt-5 7.5003 0.4840 6.0042 0.1477 2.82 Down 0.0417
lys-2 11.0447 0.4575 12 5360 0.0248 2.81 Up 0.0312
F42G10.1 8.7403 0.2911 7.2556 0.1524 2.80 Down 0.0107
R02F11.1 8.0844 0.4184 9.5702 0.2027 2.80 Up 0.0330
pqn-95 8.3099 0.3466 9.7906 0.1477 2.79 Up 0.0171
Y110A2AL.4 5.4351 0.2373 6.9159 0.1109 2.79 Up 0.0048
ugt-17 8.3348 0.4110 6.8622 0.2258 2.78 Down 0.0348
C14C6 5 8.5099 0.3898 9.9795 0.1193 2.77 Up 0.0227
C17H12.8 7.7636 0.4609 9.2278 0.1681 2.76 Up 0.0405
K05B2.4 6.1016 0.0379 7.5669 0.2269 2.76 Up 0.0031
Y46G5A.20 6.2593 0.1645 7.7218 0.1542 2.76 Up 0.0029
C48B4.1 8.4176 0.1758 9.8558 0.0496 2.71 Up 0.0014
F49E12.9 10.6949 0.3433 9.2576 0.1991 2.71 Down 0.0223
T24C4.4 7.7516 0.1945 9.1881 0.1549 2.71 Up 0.0045
W01F3.2 8.5479 0.0764 9.9828 0.2082 2.70 Up 0.0029
ftn-1 7.8219 0.0409 9.2466 0.3864 2.68 Up 0.0214
clec-47 11.1247 0.1662 9.7131 0.3535 2.66 Down 0.0225
K10D6.2 6.7407 0.2498 8.1547 0.2114 2.66 Up 0.0124
B0348.2 6.6428 0.1101 8.0506 0.3923 2.65 Up 0.0259
lact-3 8.2599 0.4314 9.6649 0.1034 2.65 Up 0.0339
clc-1 9.5818 0.3658 10 9769 0.1018 2.63 Up 0.0213
clec-4 7.5086 0.0534 8.9026 0.0261 2.63 Up 0.0000
Y34F4.1 6.4888 0.3133 7.8856 0.1446 2.63 Up 0.0155
cyp-34A2 6.2685 0.0115 7.6578 0.2985 2.62 Up 0.0097
F13E9.11 8.4801 0.1643 9.8694 0.1906 2.62 Up 0.0053
srm-3 10.2266 0.0413 8.8419 0.0905 2.61 Down 0.0002
T12G3.1 8.3924 0.1572 9.7735 0.0409 2.60 Up 0.0010
ZC434.7 8.2332 0.3615 6.8520 0.2173 2.60 Down 0.0306
C34H4 2 7.5114 0.3300 8.8805 0.1452 2.58 Up 0.0192
daf-36 7.2751 0.3863 5.9082 0.1859 2.58 Down 0.0333
nlp-39 5.2072 0.0351 6.5663 0.4494 2.57 Up 0.0394
dsl-3 7.8826 0.4115 9.2400 0.2346 2.56 Up 0.0457
F53C11.1 7.6502 0.3923 9.0047 0.0835 2.56 Up 0.0279
lys-10 5.0725 0.0457 6.4312 0.3853 2.56 Up 0.0249
ZK550.6 10.2587 0.1825 11.6137 0.1586 2.56 Up 0.0050







clec-65 9.2487 0.4283 10.5954 0.0934 2.54 Up 0.0372
Y110A2AL.9 6.8395 0.1063 8.1826 0.3815 2.54 Up 0.0275
C05D12.3 9.9332 0.3455 8.6072 0.2290 2.51 Down 0.0329
T01D3.6 9.1622 0.2443 10.4842 0.0940 2.50 Up 0.0072
T05E7.1 6.9231 0.2299 5.6018 0.1156 2.50 Down 0.0068
alp-1 6.1338 0.2549 4.8225 0.0358 2.48 Down 0.0070
C17H12.8 9.2284 0.1468 10.5386 0.1356 2.48 Up 0.0028
C30G12.2 8.8821 0.1722 7.5765 0.2711 2.47 Down 0.0153
smg-7 8.6969 0.3287 7.3921 0.3232 2.47 Down 0.0473
F55G11.2 7.8183 0.0554 6.5242 0.0762 2.45 Down 0.0002
E04F6.8 8.5558 0.1194 9.8438 0.1738 2.44 Up 0.0036
Y54G2A.21 7.1379 0.3462 8.4265 0.1732 2.44 Up 0.0291
ugt-13 8.1888 0.3889 6.9071 0.1383 2.43 Down 0.0360
ugt-47 9.0103 0.2866 7.7277 0.0996 2.43 Down 0.0134
col-121 6.7285 0.1591 8.0039 0.3543 2.42 Up 0.0304
grl-15 7.3405 0.1878 8.6184 0.3157 2.42 Up 0.0254
R12E2.14 8.3419 0.1581 9.6150 0.2975 2.42 Up 0.0195
grl-7 6.9004 0.2043 8.1691 0.2803 2.41 Up 0.0216
R12E2.15 7.4993 0.1956 8.7667 0.3476 2.41 Up 0.0336
F53F8.4 8.2719 0.2069 9.5374 0.0845 2.40 Up 0.0048
ZK1290.5 7.4047 0.3837 6.1391 0.1834 2.40 Down 0.0409
lact-2 9.1262 0.3952 10.3816 0.1922 2.39 Up 0.0461
T05B11.4 7.7115 0.2367 6.4605 0.0618 2.38 Down 0.0069
Y110A2AL.4 8.3748 0.1988 9.6192 0.3184 2.37 Up 0.0295
dmd-7 7.4983 0.1861 8.7356 0.2033 2.36 Up 0.0109
K10D6.2 8.2931 0.2667 9.5330 0.3141 2.36 Up 0.0396
C18H7.1 5.0031 0.0377 6.2371 0.4232 2.35 Up 0.0439
spd-3 6.4819 0.1390 5.2502 0.1093 2.35 Down 0.0022
Y64H9A.2 6.9181 0.1201 8.1504 0.3406 2.35 Up 0.0270
ZK1055.7 7.8320 0.0798 9.0625 0.0490 2.35 Up 0.0002
K12H6.4 5.2873 0.2207 6.5131 0.1275 2.34 Up 0.0086
nlp-31 7.8631 0.2086 9.0876 0.3049 2.34 Up 0.0295
ZK550.2 8.4199 0.2457 9.6490 0.1784 2.34 Up 0.0155
cnc-4 7.0726 0.1166 8.2938 0.3719 2.33 Up 0.0351
pgp-9 6.8027 0.1405 8.0250 0.1469 2.33 Up 0.0038
pqn-95 9.0995 0.2778 10.3202 0.1433 2.33 Up 0.0175
pqn-22 9.3800 0.2489 8.1686 0.1786 2.32 Down 0.0168
Y51A2D.13 8.2385 0.2541 9.4517 0.1284 2.32 Up 0.0130
Y54G2A.21 7.2071 0.2471 8.4216 0.1938 2.32 Up 0.0180
C32F10.4 8.8868 0.1039 10.0806 0.3927 2.29 Up 0.0424
dnj-16 9.0582 0.2625 7.8629 0.2552 2.29 Down 0.0309
F58F9.7 9.0186 0.0345 10.2149 0.0557 2.29 Up 0.0001
noah-1 8.6979 0.2741 9.8885 0.1054 2.28 Up 0.0154
srr-4 7.8675 0.1467 9.0556 0.1869 2.28 Up 0.0075
T10G3.3 7.9168 0.2803 6.7320 0.1911 2.27 Down 0.0251
spp-8 9.6879 0.0709 10.8563 0.3434 2.25 Up 0.0290







C01B12.8 9.8622 0.3133 8.7008 0.1963 2.24 Down 0.0348
F09F9.2 6.9624 0.0757 8.1282 0.3449 2.24 Up 0.0299
fbxa-72 9.0044 0.2527 7.8383 0.2355 2.24 Down 0.0279
F35E12.10 9.8960 0.3468 8.7381 0.2022 2.23 Down 0.0448
F58H1.2 6.9870 0.1710 8.1423 0.2758 2.23 Up 0.0236
flp-6 7.9475 0.0239 9.1016 0.1799 2.23 Up 0.0031
hmg-11 9.9075 0.1822 11.0628 0.1607 2.23 Up 0.0089
R11F4.1 7.4926 0.2434 8.6507 0.1349 2.23 Up 0.0141
ugt-22 10.1020 0.1796 8.9521 0.2421 2.22 Down 0.0189
cyp-35A5 7.1746 0.2279 6.0281 0.1348 2.21 Down 0.0124
F57G4.3 7.2548 0.3438 8.3984 0.1617 2.21 Up 0.0396
T19B10.2 9.4005 0.1029 10.5444 0.1262 2.21 Up 0.0022
F15E6.3 5.8627 0.3408 6.9987 0.1775 2.20 Up 0.0417
F18E2.1 9.9057 0.1483 8.7703 0.1206 2.20 Down 0.0040
fat-6 11.9063 0.0737 10.7708 0.3954 2.20 Down 0.0477
clec-265 10.1594 0.2667 11.2881 0.0535 2.19 Up 0.0143
K04H4.2A 7.6256 0.1135 8.7553 0.0878 2.19 Up 0.0014
M03B6.1 6.6357 0.1141 5.5064 0.1365 2.19 Down 0.0032
C32H11.9 5.0172 0.1396 6.1366 0.2845 2.17 Up 0.0242
casy-1 8.1182 0.2122 9.2377 0.1209 2.17 Up 0.0102
cpna-2 7.5425 0.3179 6.4223 0.1303 2.17 Down 0.0311
lpd-2 8.3812 0.1306 7.2624 0.3046 2.17 Down 0.0279
cpr-3 6.8366 0.2471 7.9501 0.1830 2.16 Up 0.0223
F15E6.3 5.8210 0.1939 6.9297 0.2345 2.16 Up 0.0219
K03D3.5 5.1713 0.1347 6.2799 0.3171 2.16 Up 0.0324
sdz-11 7.9035 0.0958 9.0126 0.2041 2.16 Up 0.0079
uev-3 7.8277 0.2602 6.7158 0.2499 2.16 Down 0.0369
C23H3.5 9.7308 0.1176 8.6249 0.1700 2.15 Down 0.0059
lpr-3 9.0029 0.1561 10.1093 0.0242 2.15 Up 0.0022
R02D3.7 9.0350 0.0981 7.9277 0.3143 2.15 Down 0.0282
ztf-6 7.2942 0.2849 8.4011 0.2389 2.15 Up 0.0408
F01D5.1 6.6242 0.0853 7.7238 0.1216 2.14 Up 0.0018
F20D1.3 10.1069 0.3362 11.2070 0.1351 2.14 Up 0.0386
K12H6.9 7.0713 0.1635 8.1669 0.0846 2.14 Up 0.0040
F28C1.1 6.7871 0.1810 5.6957 0.2305 2.13 Down 0.0204
F53B1.4 7.5152 0.0741 8.6044 0.0381 2.13 Up 0.0002
R12E2.14 8.9761 0.1933 10.0605 0.3231 2.12 Up 0.0450
cpr-3 6.8088 0.1478 7.8836 0.1841 2.11 Up 0.0104
ZK970.7 8.0584 0.1143 9.1327 0.0665 2.11 Up 0.0012
F08G5.6 10.9198 0.1767 9.8485 0.1597 2.10 Down 0.0108
F44E2.4 5.6822 0.3256 6.7496 0.1199 2.10 Up 0.0371
T05E12.6 11.7466 0.3009 10.6733 0.1720 2.10 Down 0.0363
T21B6.3 6.9957 0.2722 8.0664 0.0194 2.10 Up 0.0172
T25D3.2 9.5569 0.2731 8.4834 0.1792 2.10 Down 0.0303
bus-8 6.3638 0.2553 7.4266 0.2515 2.09 Up 0.0413
F18E3.7 9.7872 0.1341 8.7266 0.2089 2.09 Down 0.0129







gst-20 8.0335 0.1772 9.0991 0.2946 2.09 Up 0.0362
phat-2 7.2096 0.2370 8.2727 0.2110 2.09 Up 0.0286
pqn-13 7.0189 0.1249 8.0851 0.1486 2.09 Up 0.0054
acl-4 7.9149 0.3007 8.9711 0.0761 2.08 Up 0.0271
F08A8.2 7.8117 0.1696 6.7580 0.0945 2.08 Down 0.0056
snt-4 8.2854 0.1626 9.3435 0.0657 2.08 Up 0.0038
spc-1 8.7585 0.3156 9.8133 0.1379 2.08 Up 0.0376
ugt-50 8.2877 0.1041 9.3418 0.1720 2.08 Up 0.0063
alg-1 7.3482 0.0770 8.4005 0.1607 2.07 Up 0.0041
C31C9.2 7.7155 0.2354 8.7635 0.0843 2.07 Up 0.0138
col-95 12.0840 0.2417 13.1323 0.2395 2.07 Up 0.0369
dnj-26 8.5119 0.2320 7.4626 0.2449 2.07 Down 0.0358
T12G3.1 9.9298 0.2864 10.9817 0.1667 2.07 Up 0.0337
egl-3 7.9218 0.3331 8.9664 0.1674 2.06 Up 0.0487
F28D1.9 5.8030 0.2214 6.8427 0.1924 2.06 Up 0.0239
gst-4 9.3333 0.2274 8.2926 0.0804 2.06 Down 0.0125
R04B5.5 6.4630 0.0945 7.5048 0.1694 2.06 Up 0.0058
Y22D7AL.15 9.9009 0.1584 10.9438 0.3143 2.06 Up 0.0414
ZK632.2 9.5511 0.2676 8.5083 0.1868 2.06 Down 0.0330
acs-20 7.5877 0.1319 8.6224 0.2012 2.05 Up 0.0126
clec-72 6.5731 0.0748 7.6081 0.1526 2.05 Up 0.0037
H42K12.3 6.7565 0.1051 7.7926 0.1055 2.05 Up 0.0022
T15B7.1 10.6952 0.0507 9.6565 0.1860 2.05 Down 0.0057
ZK593.3 11.1657 0.2031 10.1332 0.2234 2.05 Down 0.0268
C25E10.12 7.3182 0.3040 8.3491 0.0440 2.04 Up 0.0284
C29F9.3 6.6277 0.1310 7.6573 0.1768 2.04 Up 0.0095
clec-86 6.5874 0.2217 7.6153 0.2810 2.04 Up 0.0454
cyp-14A5 7.0263 0.0984 8.0554 0.1375 2.04 Up 0.0037
dod-19 9.8426 0.1377 10.8685 0.0179 2.04 Up 0.0018
EGAP4.1 6.0897 0.1742 7.1216 0.1746 2.04 Up 0.0139
R13H4.3 6.1893 0.0700 7.2200 0.1562 2.04 Up 0.0038
spp-18 11.1369 0.2119 12.1640 0.2547 2.04 Up 0.0362
C46F2.1 6.1621 0.1971 5.1394 0.0398 2.03 Down 0.0071
gst-22 7.8336 0.1301 8.8567 0.1714 2.03 Up 0.0089
hrg-4 9.0349 0.2418 8.0164 0.1779 2.03 Down 0.0275
K08B12.1 7.3499 0.0600 8.3746 0.2838 2.03 Up 0.0242
ram-2 10.1216 0.2685 11.1403 0.0854 2.03 Up 0.0224
clec-65 9.6957 0.1478 10.7097 0.1910 2.02 Up 0.0137
ins-31 6.4527 0.1988 7.4647 0.2632 2.02 Up 0.0373
K08D8.5 7.5908 0.0589 8.6085 0.1077 2.02 Up 0.0012
K08F8.1 10.5929 0.2495 11.6065 0.0635 2.02 Up 0.0170
T04B2.5 8.1140 0.2965 9.1251 0.1067 2.02 Up 0.0326
F59C6.16 8.0428 0.2301 9.0483 0.1852 2.01 Up 0.0272
K07G5.6 9.2263 0.3187 8.2176 0.1330 2.01 Down 0.0432
lys-1 11.9500 0.2984 12.9550 0.0402 2.01 Up 0.0289
Y37D8A.16 9.1679 0.1990 10.1785 0.2934 2.01 Up 0.0463







D1009.1 8.8045 0.2874 9.8054 0.1081 2.00 Up 0.0311
lgc-54 6.3850 0.1122 5.3824 0 0273 2.00 Down 0.0010





Table 4.1. Significant changes in transcript abundance in N2s raised in oscillating 
temperatures versus N2s raised at 20℃.
GeneSifter analysis results for microarray data. N2s were raised from eggs to 
young adulthood at either 20℃ or in oscillating temperatures (16 hours at 25℃, 8 
hours at 15℃, repeat one additional cycle, 16 hours at 25℃, 6 hours at 15℃). 
Young adulthood was confirmed in samples raised in oscillating temperatures by 
collecting animals shortly after egg-laying commenced. Analysis is the average of 
three biological replicates per condition. Included in the table are genes that 
significantly changed (p-value > 0.05) by two fold or more, ranked in order of the 
ratio comparing abundance in oscillated samples to abundance in 20℃ samples.
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13 down). Within this subset of 50 genes, we specifically searched for changes in 
expression in multiple members of a genetic pathway or network; for example, if 
multiple members of a stress response pathway were found to be differentially 
expressed. Unfortunately we did not identify any specific genetic pathways or 
networks in which multiple genes changed in expression. 
 Gene T24B8.5 showed the largest expression change in our microarray 
experiments, expressed 18.75 times more in samples that experienced 
oscillating temperatures (Table 4.1). T24B8.5 was previously shown to be 
transcriptionally regulated by pmk-1, an ortholog of human p38 MAPK involved in 
innate immunity [231], suggesting a potential role for the pmk-1 pathway and/or 
its downstream effectors in response to frequent temperature changes. Further 
study is required to confirm elevated expression of T24B8.5 in response to 
temperature changes and determine the role of such elevated expression in the 
animals. 
 Impairing the heat shock response has no effect on the migration 
defect penetrance: Although our work in Chapter II shows that temperature 
change rather than elevated temperature causes the enhancement in the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) DTC migration defect, we investigated the 
involvement of the heat shock response to be thorough. The AFD and AIY 
neurons are required for the sensation of thermal stress and resulting 
thermotaxis in C. elegans [232,233]. Expression of the ttx-3 transcription factor 
within the AIY neurons is required for proper expression of the heat shock 
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proteins and clearance of unfolded proteins upon heat stress [234,235]. We 
therefore moved the ot22 allele of ttx-3, known to impair AIY function and thought 
to be a null allele [236], into the mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant to 
determine if impairment of the heat shock response would change the 
penetrance of the migration defect.  Synchronized L1s were reintroduced to food, 
raised with temperature oscillations during the temperature-sensitive period 
(20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 minutes] repeated four 
times, 20℃ until young adulthood), and scored for the migration defect as young 
adults (Figure 4.2). DTCs migrated properly, as expected, in N2 animals. There 
was a low penetrance of migration defects in ttx-3(ot22) animals, where 13% of 
the arms scored appeared defective. The ttx-3(ot22) mutation did not significantly 
change the penetrance of migration defects in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants (57% in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437), 47% in mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) ttx-3(ot22), p > 0.05, 2-proportion z-test). This suggests that the 
heat shock response in C. elegans has no affect on the DTC migration defect as 
the defect penetrance does not change when the heat shock response is 
impaired. 
 miRNA quantification in oscillated versus constant temperature: In 
order to determine if mir-34, mir-83, or any other miRNA changed appreciably, we 
investigated miRNA levels in worms raised in oscillating temperatures versus 
those raised at constant temperature. We started by quantifying miRNAs in the 
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same N2 samples used for microarrays. These samples consisted of N2 young 
adults raised at either 20℃ or in oscillating temperatures (16 hours at 25℃, 8 
hours at 15℃, repeat one additional cycle, 16 hours at 25℃, 6 hours at 15℃). 
These samples were abundant, therefore we cloned small RNAs using a protocol 
kindly provided by the laboratory of Craig Mello ([229,230] and personal 
communications). Sequenced reads were mapped to the C. elegans genome to 
distinguish miRNA and miRNA* reads from other small RNAs. Individual reads 
were then normalized to total miRNA and miRNA* reads in each library to control 
for input. Average reads per million (RPM) were subsequently calculated and 
compared across samples. For the majority of miRNAs and miRNAs*, there was 
no difference in abundance in N2s raised at 20℃ or with temperature oscillations 
(Figure 4.3). Although there was a significant difference in the abundance of ten 
miRNAs and miRNAs* (Table 4.2, p ≤ 0.05, t-tests), neither mir-34 nor mir-83 
were part of this group. Additionally, of the miRNAs previously implicated in DTC 
migrations (see Figure 2.6 and the associated text) only mir-247 changed 
significantly from 0.96 +/- 0.92 RPMs in oscillating temperature samples to 6.36 
+/- 2.52 RPM in 20℃ samples (p = 0.026, t-test). 
 We next sought to determine if there was a difference in the miRNA/
miRNA* population immediately following temperature oscillations. Specifically, 
we reintroduced starved L1s to food and either raised them at 20℃ for 18 hours 
or cycled the temperature (20℃ for 16 hours, [15℃ for 15 minutes, 25℃ for 15 
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miRNA CHANGING TEMPERATURE RPM 20℃ RPM FOLD CHANGE P-VALUE
mir-247 0.96 +/- 0.92 6.36 +/- 2.52 0.15 0.026
mir-237* 2.85 +/- 3.85 16.53 +/- 7.33 0.17 0.047
mir-78 18.12 +/- 4.81 44.93 +/- 12.77 0.40 0.027
mir-799 41.67 +/- 7.11 102.84 +/- 23.33 0.41 0.012
mir-787* 5.20 +/- 2.84 12.05 +/- 2.59 0.43 0.034
mir-240* 30.79 +/- 2.91 64.76 +/- 12.28 0.48 0.010
mir-53* 20.48 +/- 5.50 41.27 +/- 7.89 0.50 0.019
mir-42 9028.85 +/- 1747.97 4460.23 +/- 283.19 2.02 0.011
mir-90* 251.03 +/- 64.25 112.65 +/- 47.09 2.23 0.040
mir-796 24.49 +/- 4.17 7.62 +/- 3.91 3.21 0.008
Table 4.2. miRNAs and miRNAs* that change significantly in N2 animals raised 
at either 20℃ or in changing temperatures.
miRNAs and miRNAs* that changed meaningfully in the data sets graphed in 
Figure 4.3. Meaningful change was defined as statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05), 
two fold or more, and RPM ≥ 5 for at least one of the two samples compared. 
Fold change was calculated by dividing the changing temperature RPM by the 
20℃ RPM. p-values were calculated using t-tests, performed by PRISM.
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minutes] repeated 4 times). We quantified miRNAs and miRNAs* in these 
samples using Firefly assays and deep sequencing. When measured using 
Firefly assays, the miRNA/miRNA* population does not change whether we 
compare mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants at 20℃ to N2s at 20℃ (Figure 
4.4A), mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants cycled to N2s cycled (Figure 4.4B), 
N2s cycled to N2s at 20℃ (Figure 4.4C), or mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants cycled to mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants at 20℃ (Figure 4.4D). 
Within the four comparisons made, only five miRNAs/miRNAs* changed more 
than two fold, of which two were statistically significant (Table 4.3, p ≤ 0.05, t-
tests). N2 samples were also used to clone and deep sequence miRNAs and 
miRNAs*. Due to the low concentration of total RNA obtained from L1 samples, 
we used a method developed in our lab specifically for working with low quantity 
samples [228]. Additionally, library preparation for one of three replicates of N2s 
at 20℃ failed, and could not be repeated as the sample had been exhausted. In 
agreement with Firefly, we did not observe noticeable changes between the 
cycled and 20℃ libraries (Figure 4.5). We did observe meaningful change in 8 
miRNAs and miRNAs*, defined as statistically significant (Table 4.4, p ≤ 0.05, t-
tests), more than two fold, and RPM ≥ 5 for at least one of the two samples 
compared. There was however, no overlap between the set of miRNAs/miRNAs* 
determined to change in Firefly versus those determined to change by deep 




               
miRNA SAMPLES COUNTS FOLD CHANGE SIGNIFICANCE
mir-60 mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 20℃ 826.57 +/- 110.53 2.16 p=0.04, *
N2 20℃ 382.83 +/- 193.56
let-7 mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 20℃ 3.81 +/- 1.12 0.49 p=0.02, *
N2 20℃ 7.79 +/- 1.48
mir-48* mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) Cycled 8.51 +/- 1.15 0.47 p=0.08, n.s.
N2 Cycled 18.12 +/- 5.10
mir-239a N2 Cycled 350.09 +/- 110.79 0.47 p=0.11, n.s.
N2 20℃ 737.09 +/- 259.99
mir-70 N2 Cycled 634.97 +/- 267.24 0.45 p=0.13, n.s
N2 20℃ 1419.27 +/- 575.83
Table 4.3. miRNAs and miRNAs* exhibiting a meaningful change in L1s grown at 
20℃ or with temperature oscillations.
miRNAs and miRNAs* that changed meaningfully in the data sets graphed in 
Figure 4.4. P-values were calculated by 2-sample t-tests. Not significant (n.s) if p-
value > 0.05. 
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miRNA CYCLED RPM 20℃ RPM FOLD CHANGE P-VALUE
mir-252 2.13 +/- 2.25 9.83 +/- 3.11 0.22 0.044
mir-245* 4.01 +/- 1.35 11.82 +/- 3.52 0.34 0.034
mir-57* 4.30 +/- 1.57 12.61 +/- 0.29 0.34 0.005
mir-61* 24.55 +/- 9.84 58.05 +/- 3.84 0.42 0.023
mir-260 42.47 +/- 16.41 89.16 +/- 11.52 0.48 0.041
mir-82 16930.17 +/- 1064.35 6804.07 +/- 4973.41 2.49 0.034
mir-81 26276.44 +/- 3113.01 6975. 69 +/- 3728.22 3.77 0.008
mir-58 167111.94 +/- 23432.32 39334.76 +/- 40104.46 4.25 0.019
Table 4.4. miRNAs and miRNAs* that change significantly in N2 L1s grown at 
20℃ or with temperature oscillations.
miRNAs and miRNAs* that changed significantly in the data sets graphed in 
Figure 4.5 (p ≤ 0.05, changed two fold or more, RPM ≥ 5 for at least one of the 
two samples compared). Fold change was calculated by dividing the changing 
temperature RPM by the 20℃ RPM. p-values were calculated using t-tests 
performed by PRISM.
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mir-83, or the miRNAs implicated in gonad migration by the Abbott Lab [85]. We 
therefore conclude that the temperature oscillations examined did not 
appreciably affect global miRNA abundance, any subset of miRNAs, or any 
miRNA family. 
DISCUSSION
 Temperature change has only recently been recognized as a stressor 
during animal development [105]. Accordingly, although temperature change 
stress has been shown to enhance phenotypes in our own work and the works of 
others  [105,237], the mechanisms through which temperature change acts as a 
stress are unknown. The work presented here was a preliminary investigation 
into how temperature change enhances the penetrance of the DTC migration 
defect in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant animals. Although we did not 
determine the connection between temperature changes and DTC migration, our 
work did provide initial findings which serve to clarify the goals of a more 
thorough investigation into temperature changes as a stress in C. elegans. 
 Microarray experiments revealed little change in the transcript profile of N2 
animals raised at 20℃ versus slowly oscillating temperatures (16 hours at 25℃, 
8 hours at 15℃, repeat one additional cycle, 16 hours at 25℃, 6 hours at 15℃). 
This temperature regimen was used during early investigations into 
enhancement of the DTC migration defect, and may not change temperature 
frequently enough to see a full stress response. Additionally, the comparison was 
made between N2 animals, in which any stress response pathway is presumably 
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functional. Therefore, we may not have seen large changes in gene expression 
as these changes were specifically buffered against to promote developmental 
robustness. A better course of study would be to profile the transcriptome in both 
N2 and mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) animals raised in constant temperature 
versus frequent temperature changes. Additionally, examination of specific larval 
stages in addition to adults may provide clues as to what genes or pathways are 
involved in such a stress response, particularly if that stress response is 
deployed to protect development to adulthood rather than adulthood itself.
 Deep sequencing and Firefly data suggest that temperature changes do 
not cause global changes in miRNA expression. Additionally, we did not identify 
miRNAs that consistently change as a result of changing environmental 
temperature. We might have expected to identify significant changes in miRNAs 
specifically involved in promoting robustness in the face of temperate change 
stress. In particular, we were interested to see if the level of mir-34, mir-83, or 
mir-259 would change as all three showed an increased penetrance in the DTC 
migration phenotype upon temperature oscillation. We did not observe a change 
in expression of these miRNAs in either adults or L1s, immediately following the 
2 hour temperature sensitive period established for mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants. Therefore, we can disregard the hypothesis that temperature changes 
activate or inhibit expression of the three miRNAs. It is possible that mir-34, 
mir-83, and mir-259 are constitutively expressed and sequestered from targets 
unless temperature changes occur. An alternative hypothesis is that, similar to 
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the transcriptome, the miRNAs involved in protecting the robustness of genetic 
expression and development do not change significantly because robustness 
mechanisms are functioning properly in N2 animals. 
 In addition to investigating miRNA populations in N2 animals, we used 
Firefly to quantify miRNAs in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) L1 mutants (Figure 
4.4 and Table 4.3) to determine if any additional miRNAs were misregulated 
following the temperature sensitive period established for the mir-83(n4638); 
mir-34(gk437) mutant. We hypothesized that due to the miRNA deletions, the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant may represent a genetically sensitized 
background in which it would be possible to observe changes in expression of 
miRNAs promoting robustness. We did not identify any miRNAs differentially 
expressed in mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutants grown at 20℃ compared to 
grown with oscillating temperature. However, as shown in the tissue-specific 
rescue experiments presented in Chapter II, mir-34 and mir-83 function 
specifically within the DTCs rather than broadly throughout the animals during 
temperature change stress response. Therefore we may not expect to see a 
change in the miRNAs promoting robustness in other tissues or pathways in this 
mutant. 
 Using the ttx-3(ot22) allele, we have shown that the classical heat shock 
response pathway in C. elegans is not required for the enhancement of the 
mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) mutant phenotype. While downstream effectors in 
the heat shock response may also respond to temperature changes, unlike heat 
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shock ttx-3 is not required for the sensation of temperature change stress. 
Further work is needed to identify the pathways involved in sensing and 
responding to temperature change stress. One candidate is the pmk-1 pathway. 
We have shown that T24B8.5 is elevated following temperature oscillations. 
T24B8.5 is known to be transcriptionally regulated by pmk-1 [231]. Therefore, 
one hypothesis is that temperature oscillations activate the pmk-1 pathway, 
resulting in elevated T24B8.5 expression. This hypothesis needs to be confirmed 
by looking directly at activation of the pmk-1 protein via phosphorylation. 
Additionally, the role of T24B8.5 in responding to stress from temperature 
changes is still unknown and a potentially interesting focus of study.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
 In the work presented herein, we have shown that mir-34 and mir-83 
promote robust DTC pathfinding during phase 1 and phase 3 of migration 
through potential targets cdc-42, pat-3, and peb-1. The role of cdc-42 and pat-3 
in DTC migration is well characterized while the role of peb-1 in the process is 
still to be understood. DTC migration is sensitive to temperature changes, 
specifically during a two hour time period during the first larval stage that 
overlaps with the birth of the two DTCs, before migration is initiated. In the 
absence of mir-34 and mir-83, the three targets are presumably overexpressed 
causing the DTCs to wander from their proper path. Based on RNAi results, pat-3 
misregulation during the two hour temperature-sensitive period leads to migratory 
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defects, while misregulation of cdc-42 and peb-1 exerts its effects after the two 
hour period. 
 In addition to a DTC migration defect, mir-83(n4638); mir-34(gk437) 
mutants have a reduced lifespan and fecundity defects. The lifespan defect is 
enhanced by temperature oscillations, therefore it is possible that it is related to 
the DTC migration defect. Due to the fact that the fecundity defect is not 
enhanced by temperature oscillations and is not suppressed by genetic reduction 
of cdc-42 or pat-3, it is likely the result of mir-34 and mir-83 involvement in a 
separate pathway. 
 At this time, we do not understand how C. elegans senses or responds to 
temperature change. Abolishing the C. elegans classical heat shock response 
pathway does not affect the penetrance of the migration defect. However, 
downstream components of the pathway may still participate in the response. We 
have established that changes within a temperature range considered standard 
for the worm are in fact stressful and that C. elegans protects genetic pathways 
from such changes to ensure robust development. Importantly, our work provides 
another example of miRNAs promoting robustness in development, an emerging 
hypothesis for their role in gene expression.
 Although the link between changes in temperature and the effect on DTC 
migration is still unknown, the rate of development in C. elegans is known to be 
closely tied to environmental temperature [169]. Therefore, it follows that there 
would be regulatory systems to control developmental timing based on the ability 
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to sense temperature in ways other than simply enzyme kinetics. Perhaps these 
regulatory systems are stressed under frequent temperature changes. A wild type 
worm may subsequently have checks and balances in place such that 
temperature fluctuations do not automatically lead to a change in developmental 
rate. This work suggests that mir-34 and mir-83 perform this role in the DTCs, 
and raises the question: what miRNAs, if any, protect other tissues and cell types 
from changing temperature? A critical step in understanding what temperature 
changes do to the worms is identifying the pathways involved in sensing the 
changes and those pathways involved in responding to them. These pathways 
may also shed light on why DTC migration is sensitive to temperature changes in 
a two hour period hours before migration begins. The fact that the temperature-
sensitive period overlaps with the birth of the DTCs suggests that temperature 
changes affect an early process in the life of the DTCs. While temperature 
changes do not affect the specification of the DTCs (key functions are still 
performed, just not to the same standard as wild type) they may lead to 
aberrations in the initial genetic expression within the cells that subsequently 
affects the DTCs throughout the cells’ lives. At this time, such discussion is 
conjecture, but with further study we may begin to understand how temperature 
changes create a stress, why the DTCs are so sensitive to this stress, and how 
C. elegans protects developmental robustness.
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